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Abstract

This thesis deals with the design and development of components of an embeddable passive

wireless sensor used in structural health monitoring applications. The sensors are designed to

operate in a variable environment (changeable permittivity e) with high electrical losses at

depths of up to 100 mm. Sensors are passive devices consisting of a cavity resonator attached to

a microstrip patch antenna. The attached antenna, is used to communicate the measured data,

with an external data acquisition unit. Activation of the sensors is accomplished by an external

interrogator unit located at the concrete surface.

The components of the passive sensor (cavity and antenna) are designed individually. As a first

step, several different types of microwave cavity resonators are investigated. This involves

extensive parametric study of each cavity using the 3D full wave software Microstripes. Several

new tunable cavities are introduced along with measurement data.

The second part of the thesis focuses on design, simulation, and fabrication of embedded

microstrip patch antennas. The embedded antennas provide the fundamental link with the

extemal data acquisition units, and thus must be designed carefully. It is well known that

embedding an antenna or placing any type of material on its surface will change its properties.

This includes a shift in the resonant frequency and gain pattern distortion depending on the

thickness and permittivity of the dielectric (concrete) slab. These issues are addressed, and

discussed in this work. Gain and resonant properties of a microstrip patch antenna embedded

within concrete are investigated and analyzed. Detailed study of the embedded patch antenna

shows that due to extreme variations in the concrete permittivity and water content, embedding



the antenna within the concrete can significantly deteriorate its gain and shift the resonant

frequency. This problem is alleviated by the use of a cover layer on the antenna, which

minimizes the concrete effect and reduces the antenna sensitivity to surrounding materials. A

comparison of the measured far f,ield patterns of the embedded patch antennas shows significant

gain improvements of up to 25 dB at resonance for a patch with a cover layer-. Additionally,

resonant frequency stabilization is achieved, which is essential for the operation of the sensor

system. Finally, an interrogator is used to remotely detect the resonance of the wireless

embedded sensor- This is accomplished successfully with the data presented in the last section.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

1.1. Objective of the thesis

Each year in North America, many bridges and ove{passes are inspected for deterioration and

damage from overuse, overloading, age, and natural hazards [1]. Periodic condition assessment

of the infrastructures is essential for preventing damage, and maintaining the structural integrity.

Existing sensor technologies such as fiber optic sensors are expensive and require some type of

permanent physical connection. Additionally, there is the possibility of loss of connection due to

cracks and corrosion within the structures [2]. This has led to an increase in focus on the

development of embeddable wireless sensors capable of structural health monitoring (SHM).

Distributed wireless sensors have advantages such as no permanent physical connection, low

cost of fabrication, and low power consumption. These sensors can be embedded during the

construction phase or added, and gradually updated in repair and retrof,tt projects [3]. Installation

of the sensors are simple and with appropriate choice of materials, sensors are expected to

outlive the surrounding structure. Since the interrogator unit is mobile, and detached from the

sensors, it can be used collect data at different sites. Additionally, it can be upgraded or replaced

if desired to do so.

Recently, there has been a few papers on wireless embedded sensors used as temperature-

th¡eshold and chloride-th¡eshold indicators [4], moisture [5], and conductivity [6] measurement



units. While, these sensors have shown promising results, no work has yet been done on strain

measurements using embedded wireless sensors.

The focus of this thesis, is on the design, and development of the components of an embeddable

wireless sensor. The sensors may be applied to measure different parameters such as strain or

temperature, by detecting a shift in the sensor's resonant frequency. This shift in resonance

occurs as a result of change in the sensor's dimensions. This is illustrated in Fig. 1.1 for strain

measurements (Z is the length of unstrained cavity). Strain is the deformation of material caused

by stress (force over an area). A force acting on a structure can cause deformation of the

structure [7]. In a simple case, if the force is perpendicular to the surface of the structure (i.e.

normal strain), it will cause a change in the structure's length. This change maybe positive

(tension) or negative (compression). Strain is a key parameter in civil infrastructures because it

is a fundamental measure of a structure's performance and health [3].

Figure 1.1: Geometry of a cavity resonator under strain



The embedded passive sensors designed, consists of a microwave cavity resonator attached to a

radiating patch antenna. Since the microwave cavity's resonant frequency is related to its

physical dimensions, it will change directly as a function of strain. As the structure is placed

under strain, the resonant frequency is expected to shift. In typical applications strain values

ranging from one to few hundred micro-strains are measured. For a coaxial cavity resonator, one

micro-strain of compression coresponds to a shift in cavity resonance of approxim ately 2.5 kJIz.

Detection of the cavity resonance is accomplished by the external interrogator. Communication

between the external interrogator and the cavity is done through a microstrip patch antenna

sitting on top of the resonant cavity. The patch is connected to the cavity via an SMA connector.

The attached microstrip patch antenna, is used to communicate the measured data, with an

external transmit/receive antenna which, is connected to the data acquisition unit (Fig. 1.2).

*- Data acquisition unit

Radiated EM waves

Figure 1.2: Geometry of the embedded sensor communicating rvith an external
data acquisition unit (DAU).



The frequency of operation for this application is in the E band (2.45 GHz). This band is

available for commercial applications including wireless local area networks.

Previous work done by Chaung [3], introduced a simple coaxial cavity as the strain sensor. This

cavity was attached to an external antenna (antenna outside of concrete) and tested for strain

measurements. Although, strain measurements were taken successfully [3, 8, 9], the sensor was

not fully embedded. It communicated the data using an external antenna (antenna sitting outside

of concrete).

The objective of this thesis is to design a complete embedded wireless sensor capable of

measuring parameters such as strain by shifts in its resonant frequency. It is important for the

sensor to have a large shift in resonance as a function of change in dimensions (i.e. large Af, vs.

strain). This insures high resolution in measurements. Additionally, the quality factor of the

sensor cavity is of great importance. The quality factor determines the rate at which the stored

energy decays within the cavity. The lower the quality factor, the higher the losses and the

energy rate of decay within the cavity. This is a significant factor for signal detection by the

interrogator unit. The minimum measurable shift in resonant frequency by the interrogator is

found by [10]:

6.f ,=
V

(1.1)
(V ,,o,- V 
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where 4 is the noise volta3a, V,,o, and V,,¡,, are the maximum and minimum detected signal

voltages, / is the sensor's resonant frequency, p is the sensor's quality factor, and N is the

number of sampling points. As a typical example, for a cavity wifh Q: 1000, N : 30,f, : 2500

MHz, and VJ(V,,.' - V,,¡,) : 0.01, 6l : 6.5 l<Ílz. Therefore, for a coaxial cavity with 2.5
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kHz:/microstrain, the maximum measurable resolution is 2.6 microstrains. If higher resolution is

required, a cavity with higher Q factor or a larger shift in resonance vs. cavity dimensions should

be used.

The structure of this thesis is divided into two main sections. The first section will investigate

different types of microwave cavity resonators along with their advantages and disadvantages.

Several metallic cavities will be presented along with simulated and fabricated data.

The second part of the thesis will focus on the design, and implementation of embedded

microstrip patch antennas. The embedded antennas provide the fundamental link with the

external data acquisition units, and thus must be carefully designed. To the author's knowledge,

no work has yet been done on embeddable microstrip patch antennas. Almost all available

antennas are designed to operate in free space (air) environment.

While embedding an antenna will protect it from the surrounding environment Ul,l2l, it makes

the design much more complicated and challenging. It is well known that embedding an antenna

or placing any type of material on its surface will change its properties. Placing a dielectric layer

above a patch antenna will cause a shift in its resonant frequency lI3,l4,l5]. Additionally, the

gain and radiation patlern of the antenna are affected depending on the thickness and permittivity

of the dielectric slab [6,17,18]. Thick dielectric slabs with larger permittivity values lead to

production of unwanted modes, which in turn lowers the antenna gain and distorts the radiation

patterns. This is a major concern for this application since the antennas will be embedded at

depths of up to 100 mm witliin concrete. To add to the challenges, the electrical properties of

concrete (permittivity and losses) are strongly dependent on the constituent material, and the

moisture within the concrete.



Concrete is an inhomogeneous material consisting of water, cement, large amounts of aggregate

(Fig. 1.3), which come in different shapes and sizes, and admixtures f19,20,21f. Once all the

components are mixed, it requires approximately 28 days to cure.

Figure 1.3: A simplified 3D geometry of a concrete block with
âggregates (block is housing the antenna).

Tliis curing time is typical for most concrete mixtures. During this time, the water and cement

molecules go through a chemical bonding reaction (hydration) excess amount of water

evaporates from the surface of concrete. Due to this chemical reaction, concrete's relative

permittivity and losses are extremely variable 122-351.

A review of current literature provided a broad range of measured real dielectric constant values

varying from a minimum e,. of 4 to a maximum of 12. Although this range includes a wide

variety of concrete mixes, in most cases the measured g, values fell between 6 to 10

fL,22,23,24,25,271. Concrete losses have also been investigated and depending on the water to

cement ratios, and the constituent material, large variations have been reported 122,351. Since

Concrete block



concretes electrical properties can not be identified for every specimen, for the wireless sensor to

be operational, the embedded antenna has to operate in variable conditions. This requires the

antenna to have sufhcient gain in order to communicate with the external DAU (data acquisition

unit) under different concrete permittivities and losses.

Keeping all this in mind, the antenna resonant frequency and gain, have to be independent of the

suruounding medium. These issues are addressed and discussed in this thesis.

The simulation tools used in this thesis include, Ansoft Designer (Mol\4), Ansoft HFSS (FEM),

and Microstripes (TLM). They are used to design the individual components of the strain sensor

(cavity and antenna).

1.2. Structure of the thesis

A brief overview of the strain sensor was provided in the last section. As mentioned previously,

the sensor consists of a resonant cavity attached to a transmilreceive antenna. This requires each

component to be investigated thoroughly. In chapter 2, different types of microwave cavity

resonators are investigated. This includes coaxial cavity resonators, metal/dielectric combline

resonators, and helical resonators. Properties of each resonator are investigated using the

simulation tools and measurements.

Chapter 3 is on the applications of microwave resonators to dielectric measurements. In

particular, a tunable coaxial resonator is used to measure the real perrnittivity of several dielectric

samples. Originally, this chapter was intended to introduce a new technique for increasing the

cavity's shift in resonance as a function of change in length (strain applications). This technique

involved insertion of a dielectric disk inside the cavify, which would create a more sensitive

sensor. It was then realized that the application could be extended to dielectric constant



measurements. As a result, the chapter was dedicated to the application of resonators to

dielectric measurements. Using the simulation tool (l\4icrostripes), sets of calibration curves for

the resonator were introduced. These curves can be used to estimate the permittivity of an

unknown sample inserted within the cavity.

Chapters 4, 5, and 6 concentrate on the design, fabrication, and parametric study of the

embedded antennas. The antenna is the second component of the strain sensor and requires

detail investigation. A full parametric study of embedded antennas using Ansoft Designer is

presented in chapter 4. This study includes variables such as concrete permittivity, depth, and

losses on gain and resonant frequency of the embedded antennas. The detrimental effects of

concrete on patch antenna properties are investigated. Several techniques for frequency

stabilization, and gain enhancement are presented.

The fabricated antennas are discussed in chapter 5. This includes the retum loss and far-field

patterns measured in the Antenna Laboratory of the University of Manitoba. Several different

antennas are presented along with a detail discussion of the results. Measurements taken on

different days after the concrete pour are investigated and analyzed.

To better understand the measured data, chapter 6 is devoted to 3D simulations of the fabricated

antennas. This includes simulations of the entire structures (concrete block and embedded

antennas with exact dimensions). Different parameters such as aggregate size and placement,

concrete block dimensions, concrete depth and permittivity are studied. Investigation of the

effects of such parameters on the performance of embedded antennas is a major step in

understanding the antenna behavior in such a variable lossy environment.

Finally, in chapter 7, the complete wireless system (antenna attached to a cavity) is tested using



the data acquisition unit. Resonance of the system is detected remotely using the interrogator.

This thesis is closed with a concluding chapter along with recommendations for the future work.



Chapter 2. Microwave Cavity Resonators

2.1. Introduction

As mentioned previously in chapter 1, cavity resonators are used as the sensing unit of the

wireless sensor system. The required parameters of interest such as strain or temperature are

measured by detecting shifts in the resonance of the cavity. This shift in resonance occurs by

changes in the volume of cavity. Therefole, it is necessary to calibrate the system before

embedding it within the environment of interest. This will provide a baseline to compare the

measured data with.

2.2. Background Theory

A resonator is a structure that has at least one natural frequency of oscillation (a resonant

frequency). At resonance, the energy is converted from one kind to another and back [36].

There are different types of resonators such as acoustic, mechanical, and microwave. Microwave

resonators are used for a variety of applications including filters, oscillators, frequency meters,

tuned amplifiers, and sensors [37]. In a microwave resonator, electric and magnetic energy

alternate. The electromagnetic (EM) waves travel back and forth between reflecting points

resulting in a standing wave pattern where the energy pulsates between E and H fields.
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Microwave resonators generally have many resonant frequencies. Build up of energy in the

resonator takes place when the frequency of excitation is close to a resonant frequency. The size

and shape of the structure and the dielectric and magnetic properties of the medium determine

the resonant frequency [36]. The resonators can be thought of a section of transmission line

bounded by impedance discontinuities in both ends. The lowest resonance occurs at a frequency

in which the wavelength is twice or four times the length (Z) of the resonator (L = ?ul2 or M 4) .

The losses in the resonator are typically due to finite conductivity in the metal parts, dielectric or

magnetic losses and losses from radiation. If the excitation of a resonator stops, the amplitude of

oscillation will decrease exponentially with the rate determined by the quality factor. It should

be noted that the resonant frequency for our work is close to 2.45 GHz. Therefore, almost all the

resonators are designed for this frequency.

2.3. Types of cavity resonators

Resonators come in many shapes and forms some of which include, transmission line resonators,

metallic cavity resonators, dielectric resonators, and surface acoustic wave resonators [38]. The

metallic cavities are constructed from closed sections of waveguides. They are usually short

circuited at both ends forming a closed box or cavíty. The electric and magnetic energy is stored

within the cavity. Cavity resonators are divided into several groups. Hollow cavity resonators

are mostly rectangular or circular in shape. Typically, they are made of electrically conductive

metals to reduce the losses and increase the quality factor. At frequencies above I GHz, metallic

cavity resonators, and dielectric resonators are preferred over other types of microwave

resonators due to their size and higher quality factor. The geometries of sevelal types of cavity
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resonators are depicted in Fig. 2.1.

Figure 2.1: Geometry of few different cavify resonators
(b) Cylindrical cavity (c) Coaxial cavity (d) Dielectric/lVl

ffi
(a) Rectangular hollow cavity
etal combline cavity

The dimensions of these cavities in terms of wavelength may easily be found from available

formulas. These formulas have been well established, and can readily be found in many text

books and literature.

The quality factor is another important parameter in the study of cavity resonators. It is defined

as the resonant radian frequency multiplied by the ratio of stored energy to dissipated power

[39]. The higher the quality factor, the lower the losses in the resonator. A high quality factor

resonator would have a sharp frequency response. A sharper frequency response corresponds to

easier resonance detection from the receiver point of view since the unwanted frequencies are

filtered. Additionally, the high Q-factor would allow more time for the receiver to detect the

return signal from the embedded antenna. This is due to the fact that a high Q cavity would

decay the stored energy at a much lower rate.

The attractive characteristics of waveguide cavities are their high Q factors, typically on the

order of 2000-10000 and, their simplicity of construction and use [40]. Coupling into and out of

the cavities are done through coupling probes or apertures. In this thesis, all the cavities are fed

l2



using a coaxial probe. This is the most common technique used for feeding of cavities.

For comparison purposes, three different cavity resonators operating at 5.8 GHz were simulated

using Microstripes (TLM) with the dimensions provided in Table 1 for comparison. Geometries

of the cavities in table are provided in Fig. 2.2 andFig. 2.3.

Table 1. Microstripes simulations of air filled metallic cavities

with geometries shown in Fig. 2.2 and Fig. 2.3.

Note that, the data provided includes the losses associated with insertion of the feeding probe

within the cavity (loaded cavity). This insertion has not been optimized and higher Q factors

maybe obtained by adjusting the SMA insertion within the cavity.

Comparing the resonators, it is observed that the cylindrical cavity with the largest volume has

the highest Q factor. The quality factor for this cavity is almost four times higher than that of the

coaxial cavity. For the given dimensions, the coaxial cavity has the lowest quality factor due to

its smaller volume and losses associated with the center conductor. However, there is a volume

reduction of 93%o compared with a hollow cylindrical cavity. This is very signif,rcant for

structural health monitoring applications where a smaller intrusion is preferred. If higher Q

values are desired, a Iarger cavity diameter can be selected which, will results in a higher quality

factor. This will not have a significant effect on the resonant frequency as will be shown in the

L3



following section.

Figurc 2-2- Lrectangular cavity resonator

(a) (b)

Figure 2.3. (a)Cylindrical cavity resonator (b) Co"*i"l cavity resonator
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Aplotofqualityfactorvs.cavitydiameterforthecoaxialcavityinTable I isshowninFig.2.4.

As expected, the larger the diameter the higher the Q factor. Once again, the SMA insertion

within the cavity has not been optimized. Higher Q factors may be achieved by critical coupling.

2500

2000

I 500

ø

10008101214161820222426
cãv¡ty d¡meter (mm)

Figure 2.4: Quality factor vs. cavity diameter (a)' h = 25 mm, inner
conductor radius = 1.5 mm (coax. resonator dimensions from Table 1)

For our application at the frequency of 2.45 GHz, a coaxial cavity will be approximately 58 mm

long (),12) which is fairly large. One method of reducing the size, is to fiIl the resonator

completely with a dielectric material of high permittivity (q). This will approximately reduce

the resonant length by square root of t,. However, Ioss tangent of the dielectric material should

be low (lower losses) in order to maintain a high quality factor. Loss tangent is defìned by :

- oe
tan ð-:;-' (¿., e') 

2'l

where co is the radian frequency, and o" is the effective conductivity which includes the static and
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alternating conductivities. These correspond to losses from free charge carriers (ohmic losses)

and dielectric hysteresis losses (due to rotation of dipoles) respectively [40,4I]. Another method

of size reduction is the use of dielectric or metal rods within a cavity. In this case, the

dimensions of the inserted dielectric/metal will be the main factor in determining the resonant

frequency.

2.4. Coaxial Cavity Resonators

As mentioned in the previous section, hollow cylindrical cavities have large quality factors due

to their large volume. Coaxial cavities operating at the same frequency have much smaller

dimensions with a lower quality factor. In Table l, it was shown that a coaxial cavity resonating

at 5.8 GHz, has a Q factor of approxim ately 3200 with a length of 25 mm. A coaxial cavity

operating at frequency of 2.5 GHz, willhave a length of approximately 58 mm (X/2). The cavity

and inner conductor radii do not have a significant effect on the resonant frequency as will be

shown later. TabIe 2, displays the resonant frequency and quality factor obtained for a cavity

with a length of h:58 mm, and cavity radius a : 6.35 mm. The quality factor for this cavity is

lower than that of a hollow cylindrical cavity due to the losses in the inner conductor as well as

the smaller overall volume. Howeveg the dimensions have been noticeably reduced. The data in

Table2 were obtained fron Microstripes (TLM) and Ansoft HFSS (FEM).

Table 2. Resonant frequency and Quality factor of a coaxial resonâtor (cavity dimensions: h : 58 mm a : 6.35
mm, inner conductor radius r:2.5 mm)
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2.4.1 Tunable coaxial cavity with an air-gap

As part of the investigation of different cavities, a tunable coaxial cavity resonator was

developed. In order to create a tunable resonator, we modified the cavity such that one of the

dimensions is variable. This was done by creating an air-gap in the center conductor @ig. 2.5).

There are few advantages associated with a tunable cavity. Tuning allows the user to select the

desired frequency of operation. Additionally, it provides an extra parameter in changing the

cavity's resonance as a function of cavity dimensions (i.e. sensitivity of cavity). Tuning the

cavity by changing the air-gap dimensions effectively changes the circuit parameters of the

resonator. The structure shown in Fig. 2.5, can be tuned to the desired resonant frequency by

adjusting the lengtlis of the inner conductors. For equal lengths ( Z¡ : Lr), a single resonance is

created. This resonance is highly dependent on the length of the air gap. Fig. 2.6 displays the

resonant frequency versus air gap length for the cavity shown inFig.2.5. As the air gap is

widened, the resonance increases and eventually reaches that of a hollow cylindrical resonator.

Tightening boHs

+

Adjustabfe inner conductor

Figure 2.5: Geometl'y of the tunable coaxial resonator with different parameters, h :
58 mm, a : 6.35 mm, r : 2.5 mm, 50 f,¿ SMA connector used as feed, Length of the
SMA connector inserted rvithin cavitv:4mm.

SMA feed

*/
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(resonatorFigure 2.6: Simulated resonant frequency vs. air
dimensions provided in Fig. 2.5)

For all simulations, the SMA connector used for feeding the cavities is a 50 Ç) connector with

inner conductor radius of 0.635 mm and outer radius of 2.25 mm. Teflon (e.: 2.1) is used as the

insulating material between the inner and outer conducting walls.

Similar plots were obtained for a coaxial resonator with inner conductor radius ( r ) of 2.0 mm.

The same behavior was observed as the air gap length increased. The simulations from HFSS

and Microstripes agree well for the two cases.

The resonance of the tunable resonator can be estimated by the lengths of the inner conductors

(L1 and Z2). These lengths corresponds to V4 at resonance. For unequal inner conductors, two

resonances corresponding to each conductor are created. The higher resonance corresponds to

the shorter conductor while, the lower resonance corresponds to the longer one. The geometry of

this resonator is shown in Fig. 2.7 alongwith the return loss shown in Fig. 2.8.
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lighteníng bolts
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SMA

t.'

feed

A{ustable inner conductor

Figure 2.7: Tunable resonâtor with unequal length
dimensions provided in Fig. 2.5.

inner conductors, cavitY
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z2 2.3 2.4 2.5 2.6 za 2.9
FrequcncY (GHz)

Figure 2.8: Return loss vs. frequency (resonator dimensions: h :58 mm, a =
6.35 mm, Equal lengths Lr = Lz -- 28 mm, Unequat lengths Lt= 28 and L, =
26 mm), Length of SMA connector inserted within câvity : 4 mm

For the case of unequal length conductors, one of the conductors can be completely

leaving a single one behind. This is effectively a metal combline resonator shown in

Table 3 compares two resonators operating at 2.5 GHz One resonator is a metal

@

E

É

removed

Fig.2.9.

combline
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resonator (MCR) while the other is a coaxial resonator with an air gap shown in Fig' 2.5.

Looking at Table 3, it is evident that the MCR has clear advantages over the coaxial cavity. The

Q factor is higher due to the removal of the extra conductor. Additionally, the Iength of the

cavity has been reduced from 58 mm to 32 mm (45% reduction). The quality factor for this

resonator is even higher than that of a solid coaxial resonator without the air gap'

SMA

-/

Figure 2.9: Geometry of a

connector used as feed, r: 2

inserted within cavity: 4mm.

Table 3: Comparison of coaxial cavify with an air gap and

6.35 mm, LrLz=2ï mm, MCR dimensions: h : 32 mm,
connector inserted within cavity :4--.

combline resonâtor, 50 Q SMA
mm, Length of the SMA connector

MCR, coaxial cavity dimensions: h:58 mm' a :
a : 6.35 mm, Lr : 26 mm, Length of the SMA

As part of a parametric studY, the

while keeping all other parameters

on the resonant frequency. This is

inner conductor radius of the coaxial resonator was changed

fixed. Increasing the radius did not have a noticeable effect

illustrated in Fig. 2.10 for both the solid coaxial resonator and
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the coaxial resonator with an air gap. The data is obtained from Ansoft HFSS and Microstripes.

Next, the cavity radius was changed while keeping all other parameters the same. This was

done for the coaxial cavity with an air gap. Fig.Z.Il shows the plots of resonant frequency vs.

cavity radius obtained from Microstripes and FIFSS. It is observed that there is a slight reduction

in resonance as a function of cavity radius. Finally, the effect of probe insertion on the resonant

frequency (l-) is shown in Fig. 2.12. As expected [37], there is a reduction in resonant frequency.

It is also expected that the quality factor of the cavity will be reduced due to the presence of the

coupling probe.

¡nner conductor Gdius (mr

Figure 2.10. Resonant frequency vs. inner conductor radius (coaxial cavity
dimensions: h : 58 mm, â :6.35 mm, r = variable; coaxial cavity rvith air-
gap dimensions: h :58 mm, a : 6.35 mm, r: variable, air-gap : 4 mm, 50

ll SMA connector used as feed, Length of the SMA connector inserted
within cavify is variable )
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Figure 2.11: Frequency vs. câvity râdius (cavity dimensions: h:58 mm, a =
vâriabl€, r : 2 mm, air gap length = 3 mm, Length of the SMA connector

inserted within cavity : 4mm).
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Figure 2.12. Resonant frequency as â function of sMA insertion (cavity

dimensions: h : 58 mm, a : 6.35 mm, r : 2 mm' âir-gap length : 5 mm,

Length of thc SMA is variable)
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2.4.2 Experimental Results

The cavity of Fig. 2.5 was fabricated with the picture shown in Fig. 2.13. This cavity was

machined out of brass which has higher losses compared to copper. As it can be seen, the inner

conductors have been removed from the cavity for display. The measured reflection coefficients

of this cavity are shown in Fig. 2.I4. In the first trial, one conductor had a length of 25.5 mm

while the other had a length of 26 mm. In the second trial, the length of the second conductor

was decreased from 27 mm to 26 mm. This increased the resonance from approximately 2.48

GHz to 2.59 GHz while the second resonance was unchanged at 2.68 GHz

Figure 2.13: Fabricated tunable coaxial cavity (cavity dimensions provided
in Fig. 2.5, 50 O SMA connector used as feed, Length of the SMA connector
inserted within cavity :4mm. )

Next, the same cavity was fabricated with fixed inner conductors as shown in Fig.2.15. This

structure is not tunable however, the end caps can be removed to leave behind a single resonating

element. The simulated and measured retum loss for this cavity are shown in Fig. 2.16 and Fig.
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2.17 respectively. Note that the resonant frequency of the cavity with two

conductors occurs at a higher frequency compared with the cavity containing

conductor. Good agreement is achieved between simulations and fabrication.

Frequenqy (GHzl

Figure 2.14: Return loss vs. frequency for different inner conductor lengths
(resonator dimensions: h:58 mm, a : 6.35 mm, r: 2.5 mm, Length of the

SMA connector inserted within cavity :4mm).

Figure 2.15: Gcometry of the fabricated coaxial cavity with a fixed air gap.
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Trc inner conductore
One ìnner conduc{or

) ) ) 1 2.1 2.5 2.6 2.7 2.8 2.9 3
Frequency (GHz)

Figure 2.16: Microstripes simulated return loss of the cavity (resonator

dimensions: h = 58 mm, a : 6.35 mm, r :2-5 mm, L1 :.Lz:28 mm, Length

of the SMA connector inserted within cavity : 4mm.)

'"2 z.r 2.2 2.3 2.4 2.5 26 27 2.8 2.9 3

FrequencY (GHz)

Figure 2.17: Measured return loss of the fabricated cavity (resonator

dimensions: h : 58 mm, a = 6.35 mm, r :2.5 mm, L¡ : Lz:28 mm, Length

of the SMA connector inserted within cavity :4mm.)
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2.5. Triple resonant cavitY

A triple resonant cavity (Fig. 2.18) was also investigated by inserting three metal resonators of

different lengths within the cavity. Once again, the metals are quarter wavelength with the

dimensions given in the Table 4 and return loss shown in Fig. 2.19.

Table 4. Triple resonant cavity (resonator dimensions: cavity tength h :33 mm, a : 6.35 mm, Lr = 25 mm,Lz

Figure 2.18: Cross sectional view ofthe triple resonant cavity
(cavity dimensions are provided in table 4

:27 mm,Lt=Z9 mm, r: 1.5 mm, b :3 mm, I : 6 mm)
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Figure 2.19: Simulated return
dimensions provided in table 4

2.4 2.5 2.6 2.7
Frequency (GHz)

loss of the triple

2.8 2.9 3

resonant cavity, cavity

As it can be seen, the resonant frequencies have different widths. This is due to the different Q

factors associated with each resonance. The shorter conductor will have lower losses and higher

Q factor in general.

As discussed in 1421, this cavity has multiple advantages. In addition to being used as a strain

sensor, it could be used to measure other parameters such as temperature ol' humidity. This is

possible due to multiple resonances. Since the longest resonator (L1) is closest to the end wall of

the cavity, any compression on the cavity will cause a shift in the resonance of this resonator.

However, the other two resonators (L3 and L2) are spaced far from the end wall and therefore are

not affected by the movement (compression) of the end wall. The sensitivity of this cavity with

respect to strain (large Af vs.strain) can further be increased by inserting a piece of dielechic rod

having a radius of 1.5 mm with length of h-Lr, between the end wall of the cavity and longest
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conductor G,). Fig. 2.20 displays the change in resonant frequencies Af us. the permittivity of

the dielectric material (e) for a 1 mm compression (Length of the cavity h, as well as the

dielectric length is reduced by I mm).

Figure 2.20: Äf vs. e.
provided in table 4)

for a I mm compression (resonator dimensions

-0

Figure 2.21: GeometrY of
dimensions provided in table

the fabricated triple resonant cavity with
4
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It is observed that as r, increases, Aft becomes signif,rcantly large for a I mrn compression.

Assuming linearity of the cavitywith respectto compression, for an q of 50 inserted within the

cavíty,lpstrain would correspond to a shift in resonance of 4 kHz. 
^ 

coaxial cavity would have

a shift of 2.5 kHz per micro strain. Due to the large space between the cavity end wall and the 2"d

and 3'd resonators, the 2d and 3'd resonant frequencies are unaffected by the compression, and

can be used to perform other measurements (temperature or humidity). These additional data

may be used for self calibration of the sensor. The cavity shown in Fig. 2.18 was fabricated with

the geometry shown in Fig. 2.21 and the measured retum loss shown inFig.2.22.

Frequency (GHz)

Figure 2.22; Measured return loss of the fabricated cavity with dimensions
provided in table 4

As it can be seen, there is a large difference between the measured and simulated resonant

frequencies. This is attributed to the fabrication errors in cavity dimensions and location of the

metallic resonators. The fabricated metallic resonators were not soldered at the corect position

with respect to the center point of the end-cap. Additionally, the SMA connector was not in the

d

É
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same location as the simulated data.

2.6. ComblineResonators

As mentioned previously, in order to reduce the size of a hollow cavity, a resonant element made

of metal or dielectric can be inserted into the cavity. In case of a metal, the length of the element

is typically l/4. This configuration, also called a combline resonator [a3] is shown inFig.2.23.

Ca.vtty
SMA connector

k--l---l
Figure 2.23, Geometry of a combline resonator, L:N4

Metal combline resonator filters and dielectric loaded resonator f,rlters are commonly used in

microwave systems due to their small size and unique characteristics. Conventional coaxial

resonators have low cost, wide tuning range, and excellent spurious-free performance, while

dielectric loaded resonator filters have very low loss and high+emperature stability. Metal

combline resonators operating in quasi-TEM mode have relatively high Q's. However, they still

-T
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=l

I

I

/
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suffer from losses associated with the inner metal conductor 143,441. In the dielectric combline

resonators, the metal element is replaced by a low loss high dielectric constant material which,

can achieve higher quality factors compared with a metal combline resonators. MCR's, have

large currents induced on the surface of the inner conductor, and this limits the unloaded Q of the

resonator. Use of high permittivþ material results in prevention of induced current on the

dielectric rod and cuts down the losses associated with the inner conductor. The loss due to the

dielectric rod of the dielectric combline resonator is very small, thus giving this resonator nearly

twice the unloaded e of an MCR. Table 5 shows the quality factor for metal and dielectric

combline resonators operating at2.5 GHz. As expected, the DCR has twice the Q factor of the

MCR due to lower losses-

Table5. MCRandDCRoperatingatZ.SGIIz(MCRdimensions:h:32mm,rr=13mm,L=24mm,rz:7
mm, DCR dimensions: n=SZ Íllll¡ Í1 = 13 mm, L:26 rrlrl, 12:7 mm, e':36 , tanõ:0'00004' 50 O SMA

connector used as feed element for both cavities, SMA inner conductor radius : 0.635 mm, outer conductor

radius = 2.25 mm)

As a parametric study, the radius of the inner rods of the cavities were varied, and the results on

the resonant frequency and quality factor recorded. Fig.2.24 displays the resonant frequency vs'

inner rod radius for both metal combline resonator, and dielectric combline resonators of Table 5.

A decrease in the resonant frequency of the DCR is noticed while the MCR shows a minimum

resonant frequency at rzlrt= 0.5. Note that the resonant frequency of the DCR is very sensitive

to the radius of the inner rod. Afrequency drop of 1.7 GHz is noticed in the dielectric combline

resonator while for the metal combline resonator the maximum drop in frequency is around 0'12
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GHz. Fig. 2.25 shows the quality factor as a function of inner rod radius for both DCR and MCR

of Table 5. Note that the drop in quality factor is much more significant for the dielectric

combline resonator.

ÍZt1
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3.,t

3.2
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2.8
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2-1
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2"-o.l o-2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0 8

Figure 2.24. Resonant frequency vs. inner rod radius, rz: variabler rr : 13

mm, cavity dimensions are provided in Table 5

l--- tJlb-rt'lpesDcR I

| + Microstripes MCR I
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Figure 2.25. Quality factor vs. inner rod radius, rz : vâriable, rr : 13 mm,

cavify dimensions are provided in Table 5
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Overall the dielectric combline resonator has a higher quality factor for the same cavity

enclosure dimensions compared with a metal combline resonator. Howeveç to operate in the

same frequency range, the dimensions of the metal combline resonator can be further reduced

(i.e. coaxial cavity resonator of section 2.3). Table 6 compares the new reduced size combline

resonator to the one shown in Table 5. The overall volume of the new resonator is reduced bv

76%o while the quality factor is reduced by only 30%.

Table 6. Comparison of the MCR in Table 5 and the new reduced size MCR, SMA feed used.

2.7. Helical cavity resonators

Helical resonators resemble the familiar coaxial-line quarter wave resonators except that the

inner conductor is wound into a helix [45]. This significantly reduces the size of the resonator.

In microwave applications, helical resonators can be built in smaller dimensions compared with

conventional quarter wave resonators when Q values between several hundred to 1000 suffice.

Just like the coaxial resonator, the helix is placed within a shield, one end of the coil is connected

to the shield, while tlie other end is open-circuited. The shield may have a circular or rectangular

cross section [a6]. Probe, loop or aperture coupling can be used for feeding the resonator [45].

Tuning is most easily accomplished by capacitive loading at the open-circuited end which is

often done by an adjustable tuning screw [47]. The helix structure is physically more flexible
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than all other structures reviewed, and it can be tuned manually by hand. The geometry of a

helix and a helical cavity resonator are shown in Fig. 2.26 andFig.2.27 respectively. There are

many parameters involved in determining the resonant frequency. Some of these include the

helix pitch 4 helix major diameter d, helix minor diameter do, and length of the helix å.

Additionally, when placed inside a cavity other parameters such as the length of the cavity B and

cavity diameter D come into the equation.

Hind do*lï

:...1

The cavity shown inFig.2.27 is an air filled cavity. Filling the cavity with dielectric material

would scale the length of the helix by the effective dielectric constant which would be

advantageous in cavity size reduction [48]. The helix in Fig. 2.26 is shorted at one end to the

end-wall of the cavity. Other configurations include shorting one end [45] or both ends [49] to

the side walls, and leaving the helix open on both sides [48]. Choosing the dimensions of the

helical resonator can easily be done by the alignment chart provided by Macalpine, and

Schildknecht in [45].

Figure 2.26. Geometry of the helix and helix parameters
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#
B#

Figure 2.27 . Helical resonator structure (helix shorted to the end wall of the cavity)

In this chart, a wide range of parameters are covered. The chart is drawn for an approximate

optimum range of parameters d/D,b/d anddJr. The inductance and capacitance per unit length

of the resonator are given by [a5]:

L=o.oz5n2 d' l -(*i I ¡thlinch

0.7sL : _-__-____-_-_ ¡t f linch
(roe,,(#))

I 000v: t À.=---:J O ,I(LC)

where n is the number of tums, D is the cavity diameter, and d is the helix diameter. The

resonant frequency can be found from the following:

(2.2)

(2.3)

(2.4)

(2.s)
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å is the length of the coil as shown inFig.2.26. For a given set of dimensions, the capacitance

and inductance per unit length, and the resonant frequency can be estimated by the above

equations. Due to the fringing effect and selÊcapacitance of the coil, the electrical length of the

coil is approximately 6 percent less than a quafter wavelength [45]. The inductance and

capacitance equations are valid for the general conditions given by:

o.qs<4-<o.e
D

þ-rt.o
d

dh
0.4<__:_ <0.61= 1.5Td

dh
0.5<__s <0.7Y,:4.0

Td
d ">5õ õ=skindepth

n:(b+D-\' 2',
dT<-
2

(2.s)

(2.6)

(2.7)

(2.8)

(2 e)

(2.r0)

(2.t1)

However, if cavityparameters are notwithin the defined range (equations 2.5-2.11), we can still

obtain a reasonable estimate of the resonant frequency using equations 2.2-2.5. Looking back at

resonance equations, it is noted that the helix minor diameter (d,) is not taken into consideration

in equations 2.2 to 2.5. As will be shown later, a variable helix minor diameter is very effective

in the cavities resonance while maintaining the ratios shown in equations 2.5 to 2.1I.

Fi5.2.28 Displays the geometry of a helical resonator operating at2.5 GHzwith the return loss

and dimensions shown in Fig. 2.29. Thts cavity has a quality factor of 750 at the frequency of

2.516 GHz. This cavity was fed using a 50 Q SMA connector.
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Figure 2.28. Geômetry of the reduced size helical cavity resonator, B : 12

mm, d =3 mm, D :l2.7 mm, do : I mm, r:2.3 mm, N : 5 turns, b : 11.5

mm, SMA feed inserted by 3 mm within the cavity.

-162 2'1 z2 2'3 ,or*ou.?l 
rorrl6 

2'7 za 2's 3

Figure 2.29. Microstripes return loss of the helical cavity, cavity
dimensions: B : L2mm, d : 3 mnt, D = 12.7 mm, do : I mm, r:2.3 mm, N
:5 turns, b : 11.5 mm, SMA feed inserted by 3 mm within the cavity.
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2.8. Parametric study of the helical resonator

Since there are many parameters involved in the design of the helical resonator, a parametric

study was performed in which the helix pitch, minor diameter, number of turns, and cavity radius

were varied while the resonant frequency was recorded.

The first parameter studied was the helix pitch. It is expected that as the helix pitch is reduced,

so is the length of the helix, and so the resonant frequency should increase. This is illustrated in

Fig.2.30.

1.6r I i r I I ¡

1.2 1.4 1.6 r.8 2 2.2 24
Holix pitch r (mm)

Figure 2.30. Resonant frequency vs. Helix pitch (resonator dimensions: B :
12 mm, d :3 mm, D :12.7 mm, do = 1 mm,f :variable, N= 5 turns, SMA
feed inserted by 2 mm rvithin the cavity)

It is interesting to note that the resonant frequency of the resonator is not independent of the

helix minor diameter d,. The helix with the larger minor diameter has a higher resonant

frequency. Equations 2.2 to 2.5 from reference [45] however, show that the capacitance,

3
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inductance, and resonant frequency are independent of the helix minor diameter. This is

obviously not true in this case. To further elaborate, Fig.2.3l shows plots of resonant frequency

vs. helix minor diameter do. Once again it is shown that as the helix minor diameter is increased,

the resonant frequency is increased. Results are shown for Microstripes and Ansoft HFSS.

fo

d

c

L

L5

z4

z3

L2

L1"""'-o.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1 1-2 1.4 ',1.6

ll€lix minor diameter do (mñ)

Figure 2.31. Resonant Frequency vs. Helix minor diameter ( resonator
dimensions: B:LZ mm, d = 3 mm, D:12.7 mm, do: variable mm, N:5
turns, Microstripes case 1* and HFSS: r:2.3 mm, Microstripes case 2*:
r2.0, SMA feed inserted by 2 mm within the cavity

The Microstripes simulations are done for a pitch of 2.3 mm and pitch of 2.0 mm. Note that in

all Microstripes simulations, the helix starts within the cavity wall as shown inFig.2.28. In

reality, there is only about 4.5 turns to the helix. With HFSS however, due to problems with

graphical user interface, the helix starts at the inner wall of cavity and that causes the resonance

to drop due to the longer length. This is illustrated in resonance shown in Fig. 2.31.
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Next, a plot of resonant frequency vs. number of turns is shown in Fig. 2.32. As expected, the

resonant frequency drops as the number of turns is increased. Fig. 2.33, shows the plot of

resonant frequency vs. the cavity diameter. This is shown for two different helix minor

diameters. It is found that the cavity diameter does not play a significant role on the resonant

frequency. A maximum change in frequency between 0.I-0.15 GHz is noticed for both cavities.

A plot of quality factor vs. cavity diameter is shown in Fig. 2.34. As expected, the larger the

cavity, the higher the quality factor and the stored energy.

2 25 33.544.55
Numbor of tums

Figure 2.32. Resonant frequency vs. Number of turns (resonator
dimensions: B = 12 mrn, d :3 mm, D:12.7 mm, do:0.5 mm, Í:2.3 mm,
N = varialrle, b : variable, SMA feed inserted by 3 mrn within the cavity)
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Figure 2.33. Resonant frequency vs. câvity diameter (resonator dimensions:

B = 12 mm, d:3 mm, D : variable , do :0.5, and 1.0 mm, 1:2.3 mm, N :
5 turns, b = 11.5 mm, SMA feed inserted by 3 mm within the cavity)
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Figure 2.34. Quality factor vs. cavity diameter (resonator dimensions: B :
12 mm, d :3 mm, D :variable, do =0.5 mm, f :2.3 mm, N :5 turns, b :
11.5 mm, SMA feed inserted by 3 mm within the cavity)
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2.9. Fabrication results

Two different helical resonators were fabricated and tested. The geometries of these two

resonators are shown in Fig.2.35 andFig.2.36. The resonator in Fig. 2.35 is the same as the

one shown in Fig. 2.28. This resonator is fixed in length with the helix shown in Fig. 2.35(a).

Note that the end walls of this cavity are screwed into the main body. Fig. 2.36 shows the 2d

fabricated resonator that is tunable. Since the cavity diameters are the same for both resonators,

same helix is used as the resonant element within the cavity. Unlike the f,rrst resonator, this one

has a tunable end wall that can be completely removed as shown in Fig. 2.36(b). When fully

turned in, the end wall will touch the end of the helix which will cause a large shift in the

resonant frequency. The return loss for the cavity of figure 2.35 is shown inFig.2.37 SMA

feed is used for both these cavities.

(a) Front riov (b) Side¡'iæ'

Figure 2.35. Helical resonator (resonator dimensions: B : 12 mm, d :2.4 mm, D : 12.7
mm,do{.85 mm, r=2-2.3 mm, N:5 turns, SMA feed inserted by approximately3 mm
within the cavity)
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(a)Fulþ assembled (b) Disasubled

Figure 2.36. Tunable helical resonâtor (resonator dimensions: B : variable, d:2.4 mm, D :
12.7 mm, do =0.85 mm, î :2-2.3 mm, N : 5 turns, SMA feed inserted by approximately 3
mm rvithin the cavity)
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Figure 2.37. Measured return loss of the fabricated helical câvity sholvn in
ßig.2.7 (resonatordimensions: B:12 mm, d =2.4mm, D:12.7 mm, do
{.85 mm, 7:2-2.3 mm, N = 5 turns)
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The quality factor of the above cavity was measured by the network analyzer using the 3 dB

bandwidth technique [39]. The definition of the 3 dB bandwidth, is the frequency range in which

the Srr magnitude changes by 3 dB from the peak. The inverse of this bandwidth is the quality

factor of the cavity. For the measured data, strong dependence of the Q factor with respect to the

length of the SMA connector was noticed. Table 7 displays the quality factor vs. the SMA length

(0. The center conductor of the SMA connector is changed in length (/) while recording the

resonant frequency and Q factor (Fig. 2.38). It is observed that the cavity with shortest inner

conductor has the highest Q factor and higher resonant frequency due to smaller perturbation.

Table 7. Resonant frequencies of the triple resonant cavity (resonator dimensions: B : 12 mm, d : 2.4 mm,
D = 12.7 mm, do =0.85 mm, t : 2-2.3 mm, N : 5 turns, SMA feed length is variable)

{.5 rn¡n

Figure 2.38: Geometry of the helical cavify resonator with
SMA feed, cavify dimensions provided in table.
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To further increase the quality factor, few techniques are available some of which include the use

of tapered helix [47], use of superconductors [50], and use of corrugations within the cavity to

reduce the current on the cavity walls and hence reduce the losses t5l] t52].

Finally, the return loss of the tunable cavity of Fig.2.36 was measured and depicted inFig.2.39.

The return loss was measured for few different end wall positions (i.e. cavity length B). As the

cavity end wall is moved into the caviry the resonance shifts down. It is noted that this shift in

frequency is much more significant when the wall is in the vicinity of the helix. Once the end

wall is in contact with the helix, the resonance jumps to more than 3 GHz. A plot of resonant

frequency vs. end wall position is shown inFig.Z.4}.
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Figure 2'39. Return loss of the fabricated tunable hericar resonator for
different cavify lengths .i9 (resonant frequency recorded as the end wall is
moved into the cavity) , cavity dimensions provided in Fig. 2.35, SMA feed
inserted by approximately 3 mm within the cavity)
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Figure 2.40. Resonant frequency vs. câvity length (B), cavity dimensions
provided in Fig. 2.35, SMA feed inserted by approximately 3 mm rvithin the
cavity)

It is obvious that the resonance is very sensitive as the end wall approaches the helix. As the end

gap between the helix and end wall is reduced, the resonant frequency shifts down. This is due

to the increase in capacitance which will reduce the resonant frequency [53].

This phenomena can be used to increase the frequency resolution of the sensor (in strain

measurements) by tuning the sensor such that the frequency falls in steep part of the slope (Fig.

2.40). Using this cavity, a resolution of greater than 5 kHz/microstrain can be measured if

operated within the steep part of the curve. This is twice that of a coaxial cavity operating at the

same frequency. However, due to the lower quality factor of this cavity (half of the coaxial

cavity), the net effect seen from the intenogator is negligible. This was shown in chapter 1,

(equation 1.1).

12 14 l5
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2.ß. Cavity loading effect

In this section, the loading effect on cavity resonance is investigated. Loading a cavity with an

external element such as an antenna, will cause a drop in the cavity's quality factor as well as a

shift in its resonance. The drop in quality factor is found by:

l_l,l
Q^oo"o Q"trc-ot Qunlood"d

(2.r2)

The external quality factor is different for a series or parallel resonant external circuit. However,

the loading will cause a drop in Q factor and change in cavity resonance for both cases. In order

to understand the loading effect, two different sets of simulations were performed. In the first

set, the SMA feed was changed in dimensions (inner conductor radius), and the cavity resonance

was recorded. Changing the SMA inner conductor radii will cause the characteristic impedance

to change, which in turn causes a change in cavity loading. The SMA feed used so far in all the

simulations had a 50 ohm characteristic impedance.

The SMA feed is depicted in Fig. 2.41. In the simulations, the inner conductor radii was varied

between 0.135 mm to 1.535 mm (r : 0.635 mm for 50 ohrns). The cavity investigated is a

quarter wave MCR with dimensions provided in Fig. 2.42. The cavity's resonant frequency and

characteristic impedance as a function of SMA inner conductor radii are depicted inFigure 2.43.

It is noted that as the SMA radius increases, the resonance drops.

Although, this data provides useful information, it still does not purely represent the loading

effect alone. The drop in resonance is partially due to increased perfurbation within the cavity

volume. As the SMAradius is changed, so is the cavity volume. Therefore, a different approach

was taken to simulate the loading effect.
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Figure 2.41: Geometry of the SMA feed
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Figure 2.432 Cavity resonant frequency and SMA characteristic impedance
vs, SMA inner conductor radius.

For the second set of sirnulations, the cavity was loaded with a microstrip patch antenna

operating in the same frequency range as the cavity. The cavity was loaded with two SMA

connectors as illustrated in Fig. 2.44. The first SMAwas connected to the patch antenna while

the second SMA was used as the feed element. The geometry of the antenna loaded cavity is

depicted inFig.2.45. The return loss for the patch antenna, cavity, and the loaded cavity are

shown in Fig. 2.46. The resonances and Q factor for the three cases are given in Table 8.

Table 8: Resonant frequency comparison of the simulated structures
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Figure 2.44:
connectors.

Figure 2.45: Geometry of the cavity resonafor loaded with a

microstrip patch antenna.

Geometry of the cavity resonator with trvo SMA
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Figure 2.46: Simulated return loss ofthe cavity, patch antenna, and antenna
Ioaded cavity.

It is noted that the loaded cavity's resonant frequency is lower than the unloaded case. The

resonance dropped from 2.42 GHz to 2.405 GHz. This is a drop of yo0.6 in resonance.

Additionally, the quality factor has dropped from 1437 to 1356 as a result of loading. This data

is important for calibration purposes. It is evident that external loading of the cavity will change

its properties. This will be signif,rcant when the sensors are embedded in concrete. In such

cases, the loading effect extends beyond the antenna alone. The concrete and the surrounding

material will become important factors in the loading process.
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2.11. Chapter Summary

In this chapter, different types of cavity resonators were investigated and analyzed. In the first

section, coaxial cavity resonators were studied in detail. A new type of tunable coaxial resonator

was introduced in which the resonance was tuned to the desired frequency by use of adjustable

inner conductors. It was shown that the quality factor for this cavity is very similar to that of

solid coaxial cavity in addition to the capability of creating dual resonances. Next, dielectric,

and metal combline resonators (DCR and MCR) were reviewed. It was shown that by using a

low loss dielectric material, the DCR can achieve a much higher Q factor compared with the

MCR due to removal of losses from the inner conductor.

Finally, in the last section, helical resonators were studied in detail. It was shown that by

implementing a helix within a cavity, the dimensions of the cavity can be significantly reduced

while keeping the frequency the same. This came at the cost of a lower quality factor value. A

new tunable helical resonator was also introduced. Tuning of this cavity was accomplished by

changing the length of the cavity (movable end wall). Measured return loss and Q factors of the

fabricated cavities showed very good agreement with simulated data. To simulate compression,

the length of the cavity was varied by turning the end wall. This displayed a signifìcant

frequency shift for end wall positions near the helix. Finally, the loading effect of a quafter wave

cavity resonator was investigated. It was found that by loading the cavity, the resonant

frequency will drop. Additionally, there was a reduction in the Q factor of the cavity.
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Chapter 3. Applications of microwave cavity resonators to

measurementspermittivity

3.1. Introduction

In Chapter two, different types of resonators were presented and analyzed. The primary putpose

of the investigated resonators was measure shifts in resonance as a function of change in

resonator's dimensions. As mentioned previously, one application of this was strain

measurements for Structural Health Monitoring (SHM). However, there are numerous other

applications where these cavities can be of great use. One of these applications involves

dielectric constant measurements which, is the subject discussed in this chapter.

Dielectric insulators are used extensively in today's electronic circuits. Most RF components,

use some sort of dielectric material u, un in,.gral part of their design. The properties of the

dielectric material greatly changes the performance and electrical properties of the component.

Therefore, the knowledge of the complex permittivity of dielectric materials is extremely

important and critical in the design process.

There are a number of different techniques used to measure the permittiviry values, some of

which include: cavity resonance techniques [36], free space measurements 128,30,3L,32],

coaxial/waveguide measurements, and use 'of microstrip patch antennas. The technique

investigated here uses cavity resonance to estimate the permittivity of dielectrics.

In cavity resonance techniques, material properties are determined by measuring the shift in
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cavity resonance and the change in Q-factor of the cavity when the sample is inserted into the

cavity. Many parameters such as cavity volume, geometry mode of operation, sample shape,

permittivity, dimension and location within the cavity are involved. For a given cavity with a

sample inserted within, a shift in resonant frequency and change in quality factor is detected.

This shift in resonance, and Q factor is used to estimate the complex permittivity of the material

under investigation.

In this work, investigation of the real permittivity using a tunable quarter wave resonator is

presented. Due to time restrictions, measurements of loss tangent (i.e. imaginary permittivity)

was not considered. However, loss tangent measurements can easily be accomplished by Q-

factor measurements if desired to do so.

Geometry of the cavity resonator along with the dielectric sample inserted into the cavity is

shown Fig. 3.1. Note that the length of the metallic inner conductor is approxirnately M4 atthe

resonant frequency. Excitation of this cavity is made possible by a probe (SMA connector)

located in the center of the cavity. End wall of this cavity is threaded and movable within the

cavity.

Figure 3.1: Geometry of the tunable metallic cavity resonator (dimensions
provided in Table 3.1, SMA feed inserted by 2.35 mm within the cavity).

0ielecfric Sanrple E
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Dimensions of the structure in Fig. 3.1 are provided in Table 3.1. This cavity is similar to the

tunable helical resonator presented in chapter two.

Table 3.1: Dimensions of the fabricated quarter wave resonator without a dielectric sample (air fìlled)' SMA
feed located in the center of cavity and inserted by 2.35 mm within the cavity.

Parameters L D I d m

Dimension (mm) Variable t2.7 28 6 2.3s

Although, the resonant frequency is mainly defined by the length of the quarter wave resonator

(f, frequency tuning is possible by adjusting the cavity length Z. This is similar to cavity tuning

using metallic screws inserted into the cavity. By moving the end wall, the capacitance between

the quarter wave resonator and the end wall varies. This in turn causes a shift in the resonant

frequency. Moving the end wall closer to the metallic inner conductor will increase the

capacitance between the end wall and the metallic inner conductor, and in turn lower the resonant

frequency. This shift in frequency is illustrated in Fig. 3.2 for several different cavity lengths

(L).

-Lz z-zs 2.3 2.35 2.4 2.45 2.5 255
FrequencY (GHz)

Figure 3.2: Microstripes simulations of return loss vs. frequency of the air
fitled cavity with dimensions provided in Tabte 3.1. SMA insertion is fixed-
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Figure 3.3: Return loss of the tunable cavity for cavity length L = 30

mm, cavity dimensions provided in Table 3.1

Figure 3.4: Return loss of the tunable cavity for cavity length L:35
mm, cavity dimensions provided in Table 3.1
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Change in resonant frequency is more rapid for end wall positions closer to the quarter wave

resonator. For larger I, resonant frequency is independent of cavity length. The smith chart for

two extreme cases (L : 30 mm and L : 35 mm) are also shown in Fig. 3.3 and Fig. 3.4

respectively. Note that for all simulations, the SMA insertion (lø) within the cavity is fixed at

2.35 mm. Next, we investigate the metallic cavity with a dielectric sample inserted within.

3.2. Metallic Cavify with dielectric sample

In general insertion of a dielectric within a cavity (cavity perturbation) will result in lowering of

the resonant frequency [37]. This shift in the resonance will vary depending on the shape of the

cavity, shape and dielectric constant of the inserted sample. Additionally, for this particular

cavity, an increase in the gap capacitance between the end wall, and the quarter wave resonator is

observed. Therefore, samples with higher permittivity values will cause larger shifts in resonant

frequency. Using this concept, one can reverse the process and try to estimate the permittivity

value based on a given shift in resonant frequency. However, in order to obtain accurate

estimates, sets of calibration curues have to be generated. Curves have to include different

parameters some of which include: thickness of the dielectric sample /, sample diameter d, length

of the cavity L, and dielectric constant q. Additionally, position of the sample within the cavity

with respect to the quarter wave resonator is an important factor that will be discussed in the next

section. In order to generate the frequency curves, a parametric study was performed using

Microstripes. Fig. 3.6 displays the resonant frequency vs. cavity length L, for inserted samples

with different dielectric constants. Graphs shown in Fig. 3.6 are for a sample attached to the

quarter wave resonator as displayed in Fig. 3.1. Sample thickness I is 1.6 mm with a diameter d

of I2.7 mm. Note that as Z is reduced, frequency shifts more rapidly. On the other hand, for
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longer cavity lengths variation in resonant frequency is independent of Z. Next, the same set of

curves were generated for a sample sitting adjacent to the end wall. The graphs for this

configuration are shown in Fig. 3.6. The resonant frequency varies much more rapidly for this

configuration as the cavity length is reduced. However, for values of L > 35 mm, resonant

frequency is independent of the dielectric constant and is fixed at 2.45 GHz. This is due to the

separation between the sample and the quarter wave resonator. The fields within the cavity are

highly concentrated around the inner metallic conductor. At such larger separations, the

dielectric sample falls outside of the fìelds and therefore, does not cause any disturbance in the

resonant frequency (/.). For this configuration, we can clearly see the effects of larger

permittivity values on the resonant frequency. The shifts inf, are much more significant for e, of

14 compared with a of I (air filled cavity). Using Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6, sets of curves of

resonant frequency/vs. t.can be generated for different cavity lengths (Z). Fig. 3.7 and Fig. 3.8

show the plots for the two configurations.

2.5

2.1

2-3

îz0
à
É 2.1

1.8

1.7

Figure 3.5: Resonant frequency vs. cavity length, sample thickness t=1.6
mm, SMA feed length : 2.35 mm, sample attached to inner conductor,

cavity dimensions provided in Thble 3.1.
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Figure 3.6: Resona¡rt frequency vs. cavity length, sample thickness, t:l.6
mm, SMA feed length :2.35 mm within the cavity. sample attached to end

wall, Cavity dimensions provided in table 3.1.

Figure 3.7: Resonant frequency vS. &: sample thickness F1.6 mm, sample

attached to inner conductor, Graphs obtained from Fig. 3.6'
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Figure 3.8: Resonant frequency vs. t., sample thickness F1.6 mm, sample

attached to the end rvall, Graphs obtained from Fig. 3.5.

Large variations in resonant frequency vs . a, are clearly visible for different cavity lengths in

Fig.3.7. However,thisisnotthecaseinFig.3.S. Foracavitywith L>31 mm,changein

resonant frequency as a function of e. is very limited and flat for L > 35 mm. It is evident that

placing a sample adjacent to the metal inner conductor will provide higher resolution for f, vs. e,

curves. Having the calibration curryes of Fig. 3.7, one can place an unknown sample within the

cavity and measure the resonant frequency for a given cavity length. Once the resonant

frequency is known, the permittivity can simply be read from graph.
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3.3. Sensitivityanalysis

As mentioned previously, there are many parameters involved in this measurement method some

of which include, excitation (lengfh of SMA inserted within the cavify), thickness of the

dielectric sample /, sample diameter d,lengÍh of the cavity L,and dielectric constant e.. The last

two parameters were illustrated in figures shown in the previous section. In this section, effects

of sample thickness and diameter on resonant frequency arc illustrated. Note that for all the

cases, the sample is placed adjacent to the quarter wave resonator. Additionally, the SMA

position is fixed for all simulations throughout this chapter (SMA inserted by 2.35 mm within the

cavity).

3.3.1 Sample Thickness (l)

Fig. 3.9 displays the resonant frequency vs. cavity length for two different sample thicknesses of

1.6 mm and 0.8 mm. For larger permittivity values such as e,of 12, separation between the

graphs for the two different thicknesses is much more significant.

Next, plots of resonant frequency as a function of sample thickness for different permittivities are

displayed in Fig. 3.10. The slopes on the graphs are larger for higher permittivity values. It is

concluded that resonant frequency is very sensitive to the thickness of the samples under

investigation specifically for large t, values. Table 3.2 shows Àf for different s,. values as the

sample thickness (t) is changed from I mm to 1.2 mm. Note that the perceutage change in

resonance is much more significant for higher permittivity values as the sample thickness is

changedfrom I mmto l.2mmt.
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Figure 3.9: Resonant frequency vs. cavity tength (sample thickness of 0'8

mm and 1.6 mm), Dimensions for this cavity are provided in Table 3-1.

Dielecùic Thickness t (mn

Figure 3.10: Resonant frequency vs. sample thickness (t) for different q
values, Dimensions for this cavity are provided in Table 3.1 (Cavity lenglh L
is fixed at 30.6 mm).
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Table 3.2: Change in resonant frequency as the sample thickness is increased from I mm to 1.2 mm (Fig. 3.10)

e, 4 7o Reduction inl
2.5 0.018 0.79

3 0.023 1.03

4 0.03 t.37

6 0.041 r.96

8 0.049 2.45

l0 0.0s6 2.92

l2 0.06 3.24

3.3.2 Sample Diameter (D)

The second parameter of interest is the sample diameter (D) shown in Fig. 3.11. Fig.3.l2

displays -the resonant frequency as a function of sample diameter. As the sample diameter is

increased, resonant frequency is lowered. Once again the effect is more dominant for higher a.

values.

Figure 3.11: Geometry of the tunable metallic cavity resonator
(dimensions provided in Table 3.1, SMA feed inserted by 2.35 mm within
the cavity).

Dieleclric Sanrple e.
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Figure 3.12: Microstripes simulations of the resonant frequency vs. sample

diameter (d) for diffcrent e. values, L : 30 mm, t = 1.6 mm. Full dimensions
for this cavity are provided in Table 3.1.

3.3.3 Presence of Air-gap

The geometry shown in Fig.3.11 displays the sample completely attached to the quarter wave

resonator. However, in a real experiment the geometries are not a perfect fit, and there might be

an air-gap present between the sample, and the metallic inner conductor as shown in Fig. 3.13.

Presence of an air-gap will have a significant effect on cavity resonance. Fig. 3.14 displays the

resonant frequency vs. air-gap thickness (t",) for different dielectric materials. Significant shift

in resonance is observed for larger permittivity values. As an example, for e,of 10, an air gap of

0.2 mm causes a frequency shift of 229 MHz. This is quite large for such small air gap. Shift is

less significant for smaller dielectric constant values.

6 I l0
O¡electric d¡met€r (ñm)
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Figure 3.13: Presence of air
sample and metâllic inner
dimensions provided in table 3.1.

gap between the
conductor, cavity
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Figure 3.14: Resonant frequency vs. air gap thickness (t"¡.) for different e'

u"iu.r, L = 32 mm, t : 1.6 mm, t"¡. : variable. Full cavity dimensions

provided in Table 3.1.
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3.4. Experimental Data

In the last section simulated data were shown for different parameters. In this section, the

experimental data are presented for few different dielectric materials. Unfortunately, it is not

possible to test all the permittivity values shown in the previous section. The dielectric materials

are not easy to find. Additionally, the thickness of 1.6 mm is not standard for all materials.

Some are slightly larger or smaller depending on the manufacfurer. Permittivity of the tested

materials along with their thickness are shown in Table 3.3.

Table3.3:Availablematerialswithmeasuredthickness,D:l2.7mm,d:6mm,L=variable,m:2.35mm, I: 28 mm. SMA feed located in the center of cavity and inserted by 2.35 mm within the cavity.

Sample # I 2 J 4

a 2.5 3 6 10

t 1.6 mm 1.49 mm 1.32 mm 1.26 mm

Geometry of the fabricated cavity along with the tested samples are shown in Fig.3.l5. The

cavity and the dielectric samples were machined at the Machine Shop of the University of

Manitoba. The measured and simulated resonant frequency vs. cavity length (Z) for different

dielectric materials are shown in Fig. 3.16. Looking at Fig. 3.16, fabrication data agree very well

with the simulations.
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figure 3.15: Fabricated tunablc quârter wave resonator along with the
dielectric samples , (Cavity dimensions provided in Table 3.1).

1.6 30 31 32 33 34 35 36
Cav¡ty Length L (mm)

Figure 3.16: iomparison of Measured and Simulated data for different dielectric
materials, sample thickness and permittivities are provided in Table. 3.2.
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For all cases the graphs agree fairly well. Slight variations between the simulations and

experiments for L S 31 is observed. For cavity lengfhs smaller than 3l mm, the end wall is in

close vicinity of the sample and the quarter wave resonator. Due to the machining process, the

threads on the end wall are relatively large and this results in slight movement in the position of

the end wall. Since the fields are very strong in this region, any type of movement will cause a

shift in resonance of the cavity as seen in Fig. 3.17. Finer threads on the end wall will result in a

more secure position of the wall with respect to the cavity and will produce a smoother curve in

the region. Overall, it is observed that for wall positions greater than32 mm, frequency response

is fairly flat. Therefore, it is suggested to have the end wall closer to the inserted sample for the

given sample thickness. Since the simulated and experimental graphs were almost identical, we

used the simulated calibration curves provided in Fig. 3.7 , to find the permittivity of two

unknown samples. The samples were both 1.6 mm thick with the cavity length (L) ftxed at 32

mm. The measured cavity resonant frequencies after the sample insertion, were 2.3192 GHz,

and2.086 GHz. These two frequencies correspond to perrnittivities of 2.13 and 5.3 respectively

(Fig.3.16). Once the data sheet were available, we compared the measured data to the dat¿

sheets, and found very good agreement between the two.

Table 3.4 shows the comparison between the measured data and the permittivities obtained from

data sheet. Very good agreement between the two sets is observed. The eruor between the

simulated permittivity and the data sheet of the l" sample is 19% while for the2d sample the

error is 1.4%o.
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Figure 3.17: Measured resonant frequency of cavity with samples inserted.

sample thickness F1.6 mm(sample attached to inner conductor),

Dimensions for this cavity are provided in Table 3.3, SMA feed inserted by

2.35 mm within the cavitY.

Table 3.4: Comparison of measured permittivities and data sheets, measured data from Fig. 3-16

a 1"t sample 2od sample

Measured 5.3 2.13

Data sheet 5.4 2.1

Measuring the dielectric constant based on cavity resonance can be extended to other shapes and

types of cavities. Different shifts in resonant frequency (i.e. permittivity resolution) can be

achieved based on the cavity under investigation.

As an example, we inserted the sample with permittivity of l0 within the triple resonant caYity

€r=5'3
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discussed in chapter two (Section2.4,Fig.2.2l), and recorded the return loss.

The retum loss of this cavity with and without the sample is illustrated in Fig. 3.18. A frequency

shift of 0.365 GHz was recorded after the sample insertion. While this is a large shift in

frequency, it is still much smaller than the measured shift of 0.696 GHz of the tunable quarter

wave resonator (Fig. 3.11). Therefore, in this case, the tunable quarter wave resonator provides

us with greater resolution.

Figure 3.18: Measured return loss of the triple resonânt cavity (Fig. 2.21)
with and without the dielectric sample, resonator dimensions: cavity length
h = 33 mm, a = 6.35 mm, Lr :25 mm, Lz:27 mm, L3 = 29 mm, r: 1.5 mm,

b :3 mm, SMA feed inserted rvithin cavity by 6 mm).

Looking back at Fig. 3.18, it is interesting to note that, the shift in resonarlce occurs only for the

first two frequencies. The last resonance is completely unaffected by the sample insertion. Due

to the large gap between the shortest resonator, and the dielectric sample, the resonant frequency

is unaffected. Since the resonances are independent of one another, this cavity can be used for

applications where multiple sensors (measurements such as temperature and strain) are required.
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3.5. Chapter summary

In this chapter, a technique for measurement of real permittivity was illustrated. The

measurement device shown was â tunable metallic quarter wave cavity resonator. This tunable

device allows for determination of the dielectric constant for a range of frequencies. Insertion of

a dielectric sample within the cavity caused a shift in the resonance of the cavity. This shift is

directly related with the permittivity value of the sample. A set of calibration curves for the

fabricated cavity were generated using a 3D full wave software (l\4icrostripes). These curves can

be used to find the dielectric constant of an unknown sample once the shift in resonant frequency

is measured. A parametric study of the structure was performed using the full wave software.

Important parameters such as the sample thickness (f), sample diameter (@, permittivity e,, and

length of cavity (Z) were investigated. For small variations in sample diameter and thickness,

large shifts in resonant frequency of the cavity was observed specifically for higher ¿, values.

Therefore, the accuracy of measurements is completely dependent on the precision of the

machining process. If samples are accurately machined and cut to the proper dimensions, the

results should agree very well with the generated calibration curves as shown in section 3.6.

Additionally, position of the sample within the cavity is very important and should be kept the

same for all tested samples (i.e. Sample should be placed adjacent to the quarter wave resonator).

For all simulations investigated, the location of the SMA connector was fixed within the cavity.

If this position is changed, new sets of calibration curves are required.

It is expected that other types of microwave cavity resonators (such as the triple resonant cavity)

can be used for the same application. The frequency response and resolution however, will be

defined by the type of cavity and its geometry.
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Chapter 4. Embedded Antennas (2D simulations)

In this chapter, we investigate the properties of a microstrip patch antenna embedded within the

concrete. As mentioned in Chapter 1, due to civil engineering requirements, the patch antenna is

embedded well into the concrete, and preferably at depth of 100 mm. This depth is the

maximum range that will be used for embedding the sensors. Typically, the sensors will be

embedded closer to the surface of concrete (h <50 mm). While embedding the antenna will

protect it from the surrounding environment (objects moving at the surface of concrete, natural

elements, etc.), it makes the design much more complicated and challenging. Due to the variable

nature of concrete permittivity and high losses, the antenna resonant frequency, and gain have to

be such that they are independent of concrete properties. This allows for operation of the system

under different humidity and water conditions within concrete. For our simulation purposes, we

used a concrete relative permittivity (s,) in the range of 6 to 10. This range covers the most

coming permittivity values measured by most literature fL,22,23,24,25,27f. For losses, we used

an equivalent conductivity of 0.2 S/m, which takes into account the static and alternating

conductivities. These two components deal with free charges present in a material, and the

losses due to the rot¿tion of dipoles (dielectric losses) respectively l4O,4Il. Howeve¡ since it is

impossible to separate the two, an equivalent term was used in the simulations.
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4.L. 2D Simulations of the embedded patch antenna (Ansoft Designer)

To investigate the properties of concrete permittivity and losses, simulations were performed in

two steps. The first step, included the effects of concrete permittivity alone (no losses), and the

second took the addition of losses into consideration (ø included). As defined previously the

loss tangent is given by [38]:

tan õ ": tanð,*tan d ": ! + :\ = :--' (^ e') 
' (¿llu') (-u')

4.1

where the equivalent loss tangent is composed of static and alternating loss tangents. The static

loss tangent corresponds to ohmic losses (free charge carriers, o.), and the alterrrating loss

tangent corresponds to dielectric hysteresis losses (due to rotation of dipoles, o" ) respectively

140,411. Since these components can not be separated individually, for simulation purposes we

consider the equivalent conductivity for calculations of concrete losses.

The geometry of a microstrip antenna embedded within concrete is depicted in Fig. 4.1. The

dielectric substrate used underneath the patch is (Arlon Diclad) with e. : 2.5 and thickness / :

1.59 mm. The patch antenna has a length of 38 mm with a width of 26 mm. These dimensions

are used through out all the simulations and fabrications presented in this chapter and the

following chapters. The length Z of 38 mm is the antennas resonant length at 2.45 GHz (L:

\J2). The width however, was picked randomly and it does not represent an optimum width. If

the antenna width is too small, the antenna efficiency will be low. For large widths, higher order

modes are excited. We used an L/W ratio of approximately 1.5 which, prevents the excitation of

higher order modes.
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It is well known that placing a dielectric layer above a patch antenna will cause a shift in its

resonant frequency U3,14,151. Additionally, the gain and radiation patterns [16,17,18] of the

antenna are also affected, depending on the thickness, permittivity, and losses within the

dielectric layer. Thick dielectric slabs above the patch, with high permittivity values lead to

excitation of resonant modes in the slab, which in tum lower the antenna gain and distort the

radiation patt€rns.

Figure 4.1: Geometry of microstrip patch ântenna embedded within
concrete, L:38 mm,'V,/ :26 mm, t: 1.59 mm, h : 100 mm

Froquency (GHz)

Figure 4.2: Return loss vs. frequency of the embedded patch antenna for
different concrete thickness values, concrete permittivity E, = 6, o" : 0,
(antenna dimensions given Fig. 1).
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Figure 4.3: Return loss vs. frequency of the embedded patch antenna for
different concrete thickness values, concrete permittivity q :10' 6" : 0,

(antenna dimensions given Fig. l).

The effect of concrete on resonant frequency of an embedded patch antenna is illustrated in Fig.

4.2 and Fig.4.3. The results shown are for two extreme permittivity (e) values of 6 and 10 with

no losses (ø : 0). As the concrete thickness increases, the resonant frequency drops. This

effect is more pronounced for the concrete permittivity of 10. For comparison purposes, the

smith charts for three different cases are also depicted in Fig. 4.4-4.6. Fig.4.4 displays the return

loss for the reference antenna radiating in air. Fig.4.5 and Fig. 4.6 show the return loss for an

embedded patch antenna (concrete permittivity + : 6) at depths of 5 mm and l0 mm,

respectively.
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aitr'igure 4.4: Reference patch
dimensions provided in Fig. 4.1.
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Figure 4.5: Embedded patch antennâ, concrete permittivity e4: 6) oe =
0, h : g mm, antenna dimensions given Fig. 4.1.
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MP: l-657 141.389
Ðc 4.275 + j0.326
GB: -1.510 -¡1.789
Q: 1.185
YS-!VR: 4-0¡15

Figure 4.6: Embedded patch antenna, concrete permittivity €.= 6, o":
0. h : 10 mm, antenna dimensions given Fig. 4.1.

Next, the broadside gain vs. frequency of the same embedded antenna for a lossless concrete

with relative permittivities of 6 and 10, are shown in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8, respectively.

Comparing the gain of the embedded antennas in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 with that of the reference

antenna (radiating in air), it is observed that for concrete slabs thicker than 10 mm, the gain

drops progressively. This drop in gain is due to the excitation of surface wave modes, which

change the amplitude and phase of the fields on the concrete surface, and lower the antenna gain.

For such cases, the peak of the radiation pattern is no longer in the broadside direction (beam

splitting). Fig. 4.9 displays a plot of the broadside gains vs.. frequency for a patch placed

underneath a lossless concrete slab of thickness 100 mm (actual depth required for field testing)

with different concrete permittivity values.
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Figure 4.7: Simulated l¡roadside gain vs. frequency-'' of the embedded
antennas with dimensions given in Fig. 4'1 at different depths within
concrete, concrete q:6, o":0.

Figure 4.8: Simulated broadside
antennas with dimensions given

concrete, concrete Ç: 10, o" = 0.

gain vs. frequency of the embedded
in Fig. 4.1 at different depths within
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f igure 4.9: Simulated broadside gain vs. frequency of a patch embedded at
a depth of h = 100 mm within concrete with variable concrete permittivity
(a), o": o.

Once again, the broadside gain reduces progressively with higher permittivity values and falls

below -10 dBi. The broadside gain plots shown here take into account the effects of mismatch

loss. Table 4.1 provides a comparison of maximum gain values (shown in Fig. 4.9) with and

without the mismatch loss. As expected, the mismatch loss has a significant effect on gain

values. In fact, if there is no mismatch loss, for certain concrete permittivities (e.: 10), the gain

actually increases. However, for all cases, the gain remains below that of the reference antenna

radiating in air.

o
!

I
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Table 4.1: Broadside gain comparison for the reference and embedded antennas within concrete with and

The same simulations were repeated in Ansoft Designer for an embedded microstrip patch

antenna within a lossy concrete. To take concrete losses into consideration, an equivalent

conductivity o"of 0.2 S/m was assumed for all cases. The return loss for three different cases

with s,:6, t,: 8, and &: 10 at a concrete depth of 100 mm is shown in Fig 4.10.

From the return loss, it is evident that losses within concrete further deteriorate the input

impedance of the antennas. Next, plots of gain vs. frequency for the two extreme concrete

permittivities of 6 and 10, and different thicknesses are depicted in Fig.4.11. As expected, as the

thickness of concrete increases, the gain drops further. This is amplified by the value of concrete

permittivity. For a concrete permittivity of 10, the gain of the embedded antenna drops to -25

dBi. This corresponds to a drop of more than 30 dBi compared with the same antenna radiating

in air.

without the mismatch loss, maximum gain values taken from Fig. 4.9.
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Figure 4.10: Return loss vs. frequency of the embedded patch antenna for
concrete thickness of 100 mm, ,6"=0.2 S/m, antenna dimensions provided in
Fig.4.1.

Figure 4.11: Simutated broadside gain vs. frequency of the embedded

antenna within concrete with variable concrete permittivity (eJ' o" : 0'2

S/m, antenna dimensions provided in Fig. 4-1.
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4.2. Embedded Patch Antenna with a Foam Cover Layer

To correct the problem associated with the resonance shift, a layer of foam (e, : 1) was inserted

between the concrete and the surface of patch antenna (Fig. a.12). This creates a superstrate

structure with foam as the 1" layer, and concrete as the 2d layer. For this structure to behave as a

resonant superstrate 154,55,56,571, the foam thickness /oo has to be approximately ?vrlL, while the

concrete thickness å must be mlol4 (where m is an odd integer). However, in the current

application this thickness (&) is not possible due to the required large concrete depths at which

the antennas must be embedded. The concrete thickness of 100 mm is far greater than\*|4.

The addition of foam isolates the patch from the concrete and causes the resonant frequency to

be independent of the concrete thickness and permittivity. To verify this, effect of foam

thickness on the resonant frequency of an embedded antenna within lossless concrete is

illustrated in Fig. 4.13 andFig.4.16, for concrete permittivity values of 6 and 10 respectively.

As the foam thickness is increased, the resonance of the antennas moves up and eventually

matches the reference antenna radiating in air. It is evidentthataminimum foam thickness of 10

mm is required to obtain the same resonance of 2.44 GHz as the reference antenna radiating in

air (i.e. foam, fully isolates the patch resonance from the concrete).

For a concrete permittivity of 6, the smith chart for two different foam thicknesses (to¡, : 4 mm,

and 10 mm) are shown in Fig. 4.14 and Fig.4.15 respectively. It is evident that the return loss

improves as the foam thickness increases. The return loss of reference antenna radiating in air

was shown inFig.4.4.
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f igure 4.12:Geometry of covered microstrip patch antenna

embedded within concrete L: 38 mm, W :26 mm, t : 1.59 mm, h
:100 mm.

Frequency (GH¿)

Figure 4.l3:Return Ioss vs. frequency of the patch antenna in Fig. 4.12

foam cover layer, €..oo" : 6, h : L00 mm, o" : 0 S/m

rvith
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Figure 4.14: Smith chart for the patch antenna in
Iayer, t"¡. = 4 mm, &con.:6, h:100 mm, o":0 S/m

Fig. 4.12 with foam cover
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Figure 4.15: Smith chart for the patch antenna in Fig. 4.12 with foam cover
Iayer, t,i,: 10 mm, &.on" :6, h = 100 mm, oc= 0 S/m

ñ{P:2237 l.¡S.553
Ðc -0.111 + ¡0.253
G8: -1.763 - ¡{.080
O: 0.G16

vswR 2.617
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Radiation patterns in both E and H planes for a foam thickness too: I0 mm, and different

concrete permittivities are depicted in Fig. 4.16 andFig.4.LT,respectively. For all cases, the

concrete depth h is 100 mm. Note that, the simulation tool Ansoft Designer, uses Green's

function for an infinite dielectric layer. The fields at 90o are assumed to be zero, which for a

finite structure will be incorrect. Therefore, radiation pattern points at 90o are omitted from the

plots. Comparing the radiation pattems in Fig. 4.16 andFig. 4.I7, one can clearly see the drop in

the antenna broadside gain when the patch is placed adjacent to concrete (i.e. foam thickness is

small). Beam splitting occurs for concrete permittivþ (€,) of 7 and 8 in the E-plane. The gain is

particularly low (-2.13 dBi at broadside) for e. of 8, with beam peak at 0 : 57'. It is obvious that

from the radiation pattern point of view, a foam thickness of 10 mm is not sufficient at a concrete

depth of 100 mm, even though it is sufficient to isolate the patch resonance from the concrete.

Next, the same structure is simulated with a foam thickness of 60 mm (?,"s12). The radiation

pattems in the E and H planes are shown in Fig.4.18 and Fig.4.Ig,respectively. As expected,

the gain levels are much higher, due to the superstrate effect of the foam layer. However, the

beam splitting effect of the thick concrete slab is still evident. The radiation patterns shown in

Fig.4.18 and Fig. 4.19, arc considerably narrower than the ones shown in Fig 4.16 and Fig.

4.I7, paúicularly in the H-plane.
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Figure 4.16: E-plane pattern of of the embedded patch antenna in Fig. 4.12
with foam cover layer t"¡.: I0 mm, h : 100 mm, o": 0 S/m.
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Figure 4.17: H-plane pattern of of the embedded patch antenn a in Fig. 4.12
with foam cover layer t"¡.: 10 mm, h : 100 mm, o":0 S/m
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Figure 4.18: E-plane pattern of of the embedded pâtch ântenna in Fig. 4.12

with foam cover layer t"i,:60 mm, h = 100 mm, o":0 S/m.
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Figure 4.19: H-plane pattern of of the embedded patch antennainFig.4.l2
with foam cover layer t ¡, :60 mm, h = 100 mm, o":0 S/m.
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The lowest gain level in the broadside is 6 dBi for a concrete e.: 9. This is 0.7 dBi below that of

the reference antenna. Overall, using a ),"rl2foam layerprovides sufficient broadside gains of 6

dBi to 13.45 dBi, for the permittivity range of concrete, while keeping the resonant frequency

unchanged.

Once again, the same structures were simulated in a lossy concrete environment with an

equivalent conductivity of A.2 S/m. The return loss for the antenna with a foam thickness of 10

mmisdepictedinFig 4.20. Thereturnlossisshownforconcretepermittivitiesqconcof6,S,and

10. Comparing these plots to the ones shown for a loss less concrete, it is noted that the return

loss bandwidths are slightly larger when losses are taken into consideration.

Figure 4.20: Return loss vs. frequency of the patch antenna in Fig.4.12 with

foam cover layer embedded within lossy concrete o,= 0.2, concrete depth h
:100 mm, t"¡,:10 mm.
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Similar behavior was noted for the antenna with a 60 mm foam cover layer. However, due to the

similarity of the plots they are not shown here.

The E and H planes of this antenna in lossy concrete are depicted in Fig. 4.21 and, Fig. 4.22

respectively. Once again, different concrete permittivity values were simulated. Comparing

these patterns to the loss less case shown in Fig. 4.76 andEig. 4.17, significant reduction in gain

values is noticed' Additionally, the patterns are much smoother with less variation for different

concrete permittivities. Losses within concrete cause a significant drop in gain values with a

maximum broadside gain of -9.45 dBi for Ç: 10 and minimum of -l l dBi for E:, : 6. Broadside

gain of the reference antenna radiating in air was 6.74 dBi. That is a drop of more than 17 dBi.

The same plots in E and H planes for the embedded patch with a 60 mm foam cover layer, are

shown in Fig.4.18 Fig. 4.19.

Note that for this antenna, the broadside gain values are significantly higher than the previous

case with a l0 mm foam cover layer. This is due to the size of the foam being )vr/2 whichcreates

a superstrate effect. The broadside gain for this antenna varies between -0.74 d9i for a concrete

permittivity of 10 and -4.27 dBi for a concrete permittivity of 6. Once again, the detrimental

effect of concrete loss tangent is evident in the lower gain values compared with the reference

antenna.
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Figure 4.21: E-plane pattern of of the embedded patch antenna in Fig. 4.12

with foam cover layer t"¡.: 10 mm, h : 100 mm, o": 0.2 S/m

Figure 4.222 H-plane pattern of of the embedded patch antenna in Fig. 4.12

with foam cover layer t"i,: 10 mm, h: 100 mm, o":0.2 S/m
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Figure 4.23: E-plane pattern of of the embedded patch antenna in Fig. 4.12

with foam cover layer t,¡.: 10 mm, h : 100 mm, o":0.2 S/m

Figure 4.24:- H-plane pattern of of the embedded patch antenna in Fig. 4.12

with foam cover layer t"¡,:60 mm, h = 100 mm, o":0.2 S/m
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4.3. Gain enhancement techniques

In this section, two different techniques for gain enhancement are introduced. The first involves

using stacked antenna conf,rguration, and the second uses concrete as a superstrate structure.

4.3.1 Stacked antenna configuration:

The geometry of a stacked microstrip patch antenna is shown in Fig. 4.25. lt is well known that

using a stacked confìguration, a wide-band or high gain [58,59] antenna can be created. If the

spacing between the fed patch and the parasitic patch is small a wide band configuration can be

realized. On the other hand, if the spacingis M2, a high gain antenna can be designed. For our

purposes however, we are interested in increasing the gain.

For the configuration shown in Fig. 4.25, (Ãrlon Diclad) with s. :2.5 and thickness tz: 40 mm,

was used as the substrate between the top and bottom patch. The parasitic patch is slightly

longer in length (Lr: 36 mm) than the fed palch (Lt: 35.5 mm). As before, the foam thickness

to¡,:60 mm with concrete thickness ft: 100 mm.

Figure 4.25; Geometry of the stacked patch antennas, Lr : 35.5

mm, Lz :36 mm, tr : 1.59 mm, tz :40 mm, f"i.:60 mm, h : 100

mm, oe:0 S/m
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Figure 4.26: E-plane radiation pâttern of the the stacked antenna
dimensions given in Fig.4.25, o.:0 S/m
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Figure 4.27; IH-plane radiation pattern of the the stacked antenna with
dimensions given in Fig. 4.25, o.:0 S/m
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The radiation patterns for this configuration in both E and H planes for a loss less concrete, are

shown in Fig. 4.26 andFig.4.27, respectively. The patterns in both planes are much narrower

than those of the previous antenna with a 60 mm foam cover layer (Fig. 4.I9 andFig, 4.18) for I

greater than 40o. Once again, beam splitting is seen due to the thickness of the concrete slab.

The gain in the broadside varies between 6.7 dBí to 12.9 dBi. The return loss of the embedded

stacked antenna for three different concrete permittivities is depicted in Fig. 4.28. Although the

antenna resonant frequency does not change, the bandwidth ofthe antenna changes as a result of

concrete loading.

Fr¿qu¿nqy (GHz)

Figure 4.28: Return loss of the embedded stacked antenna with dimensions
given in Fig. 4.25, o":0 S/m, concrete permittivity is variable.

4.3.2 Concrete Superstrate

The investigation of the embedded antennas in the last few sections showed signihcant antenna

gain improvement by using a foam cover as a protecting layer. The parametric study of foam

m

J
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thickness provided us with valuable information on gain enhancement and radiation pattern

improvement. It was shown that proper selection of foam thickness (7,,s/2) can lead to gain

improvements of more than 25 dB at the required depth of 100 mm within concrete. Although,

the presence of a foam cover improved the gain drastically, there was still significant gain

reduction due to the concrete losses Qig. a.n and Fig. 4.24 ).

Depending on the application, one can lower this gain drop by moving the embedded antennas

closerto the surface of concrete. This would increase the antenna gain significantly. Fig.4.29

displays the broadside gain vs. concrete depth (å) obtained from Ansoft Designer for the antenna

with a 10 mm foam cover layer. As the antenna moves from the surface of concrete (ç: 6) to a

depth of 100 mm, the gain drops by more than 17 dBi. The detrimental effect of concrete losses

on the antenna gain is greatly visible.

50 6fl gr læ
h (mm)

Figure 4.29: Broadside gain vs. concrete depth (h), antenna dimensions:
:38 mm, w:26 mm, e-: 6rt:1.6 mm, t,¡.: 10 mm, o":0.2 S/m
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If the antenna is placed closer to the concrete surface, much higher gain values are expected. In

fact, one can use concrete as a superstrate structure with foam as the l't layer, and concrete as the

2d layer. As discussed in [54,55,56], in order to create a resonant superstrate, the foam

thickness to¡,hasto be approximately (?al\) whilethe concrete thickness ft has to bte m),,"/ where

m is an odd integer [54]. However, the odd multiples of quarter wavelength would work in a low

loss dielectric superstrate. In such a case, we could embed the antenna at a depth of 100 mm

(corresponds to 9?vrl4 for a concrete permittivity Ç of I at the frequency of 2.42 GHz), and still

have an exceptionally high gain antenna. But for such a lossy medium, this will not work as the

Ansoft Designer simulations in Fig. 4.23 and Fig. 4.24 demonstrated this for a patch antenna

with a )url2 foam cover.

If the concrete depth is not an important factor and the antennas can be embedded close to the

surface, high gain values may be achieved. In order to show the effects of superstrate on the

antenna gain, several simulations were performed in Ansoft Designer with the antenna

dimensions provided in Fig. 4.30. Fig. 4.31 displays plots of gain vs. foam thickness (1,¡) for

three different concrete thicknesses (å). Here, a concrete permittivity q of 6 was used in the

simulations with an equivalent conductivity o" of 0 (loss less concrete). Note that maximum

gain is obtained for foam thickness 0.45\<t¿<0.sz),swith slight variation for different concrete

thicknesses. Among the three graphs, the best case conesponds to a a concrete thickness (h) of

7,"814.
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Figure 4.30: Geometry of the embedded microstrip patch antenna'
Äntenna dimension: L : 38 mm, w : 26 Dh, €o: 2.5, e,"= 6, t : 1.6

=dt€
€
Go
osø
Eõo
fn

0.15 0.2 0.25 0.3 0.35 0.4 0.45 0.5 0.55 0.6 0.65
Foam layer th¡kness (t,r., 1)

Figure 4.31: Gain vs. foam layer thickness (t"¡) for different concrete

thickness (e..:6), o":0 S/m, antenna dimensions given in Fig.4.29

Next, we investigated the effects of variable concrete permittivity on the embedded patch

antenna. The antenna was embedded at a concrete depth (å) of 10.87 mm correspondingto À*14

for a concrete permittivity of 8 at the resonant frequency. We used a permittivity of 8 to estimate

the required depth within concrete, since it falls in the middle of the range of simulated
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permittivities. Fig. 432 displays plots of gain vs. resonant frequency for different concrete

permittivity values. For all cases, the foam cover layer has a thickness of 60 mm. Note that the

gain remains high for the whole range of permittivities under investigation. The simulated gain

values shown in Fig. 4.31 and Fig.4.32 assumed a concrete equivalent conductivity of 0. The

simulated gain plots of Fig. 4.32 were repeated for a lossy concrete with an equivalent

conductivity of 0.2 S/m. The results are depicted in Fig.4.33-

FrequencY (GHz)

Figure 4.32: Broadside gain vs. frequency, tair : 0.251, (60 mm), h : 10-87

mm, variable concrete permittivity, antenna dimensions given in Fig. 4.2' o"
:0.2 S/m

Comparing Fig.4.33 to Fig. 4.32,the gain level has dropped to around 11.6 dBi from a high of

15 dBi. This is still much higher than a similar antenna embedded at a depth of 100 mm.
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Figure 4.33: Broadside gain vs. frequency, tair: 0.251" (60 mm)' h : 10-87

mm, variable concrete permittivify, ântennâ dimensions given in Fig. 4-2, o"
:0.2 S/m

4.4, Chapter summary

In this chapter, 2D simulations of a microstrip patch antenna embedded within concrete were

analyzed,. It was shown that simply placing a patch within concrete will cause a shift in its

resonance and a signihcant drop in the gain. This was amplified by larger concrete permittivities

and concrete depth. Additionally, once the concrete loss tangent was added, the antenna gain

further dropped (in some cases more than 30 dBi). To correct the problem with resonance shift,

a layer of foam was inserted between the antenna and the concrete. Additionally, it was shown

that by proper selection of foam thickness (),"s12), the antenna gain will be significantly amplified.

This was demonstrated for the patch with a 60 mm foam cover. For this antenna, the broadside
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gain varied between -0.74 dBi for a concrete permittivity of 10, and -4.27 dBi for a concrete

permittivity of 6 (compared with -25 dBi for antenna with no cover).

Finally in the last section, fwo new techniques for antenna gain enhancement were presented.

The f,rrst involved a st¿cked microstrip patch antenna for which the gain pattern further

improved. However, this antenna was fairly large in size with overall thickness exceeding 100

mm. In the second technique, concrete was used as a superstrate to enhance the gain of the patch

antenna. This required the antenna to be embedded at a depth of ?v*14, while maintaining a foam

thickness of XrlL. Under such conditions, the antenna gain remained high even under a variable

concrete permittivity and losses. This antenna is an excellent candidate for applications where

the depth of embedding is not of concern, and the antenna can be placed close to the surface.
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Chapter 5. Experimental study of the fabricated embedded

antennas

5.1. Introduction

As mentioned previously, concrete has a variable permittivity with high loss tangent depending

on the humidiry water content, and the material used in the production process. Additionally, the

medium is inhomogeneous as depicted in Fig. 5.1. Concrete mix contains water, cement, large

amounts of aggregate (stone), which come in different shapes and sizes, and some admixtures

I21,23,25,271.

Figure 5.1: A simplified 3D geometry of a concrete block
rvith aggregates.
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As it can be imagined, such a complex mixture is impossible to simulate using a full wave

software. Simulated data in chapter 4 provided an insight into design optimization and

improvement. However, they are far from the realistic case, where various parameters such as

the concrete dielectric losses, conductivity, and inhomogeneity, aggregate size and placement,

and diffraction from concrete edges take part in distortion of the antenna radiation patterns-

These properties are best understood by fabrication and measurements.

Figure 5.2: Fabricated patch antennas with different foam cover

thickness, L = 38 mm, W = 26 mm,Ê- = 2.5 ,Dielectric dimensions: 70 mm

by 50 mm by 1.6 mm, foam cover dimensions 100 mm by 100 mm, t¡i,:
variable.

5.2. Fabricated antennas

The prototype antennas that were fabricated and tested within concrete, include the antenna with

no cover layer, antenna with a 12 mm foam cover layer, and antenna with a 56 mm foam cover.

The fabricated antennas are shoum in Fig. 5.2. The foam cover has dimensions of 100mm by

l00mm with variable thickness tair. The patch antennas were machined at the machine shop of
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the University of Manitoba. The patch antenna dimensions are the same as before with L : 38

mm, and W:26 mm. The dielectric material used underneath the patch is (Arlon Diclad) with

e-Z-S and dimensions of 70 mm by 50 mm by 1.6 mm. Fig. 5.3 displays the geometry of one of

the antennas before and after the concrete pour. The same procedure was followed for the others.

The antenna is placed at the depth of 100 mm below the surface, and is secured to fiber

reinforced polymer (FRP) bars to avoid movement during the pouring process. Additionally, due

to the heavy weight of the concrete block, aluminum plates were machined and attached to bolts

that were embedded one and half inches within concrete. After removing the wooden casts, the

concrete blocks were mounted and secured to the antenna tower, in the far field test chamber via

the aluminum plates (Fig. 5.a). It should be mentioned that the first set of block fabricated were

extremely heavy (170 lbs), and due to safefy reasons, the block dimensions were reduced to 250

mm by 250 mm by 250 mm weighing approximately 70 lbs'

figure 5.3: Patch antenna before and after the concrete pour'

As mentioned in the introduction, concrete requires approximat ely 28 days to cure. During this

time, the moisture levels within the blocks change signif,rcantly. This change causes large

variations in the relative permittivity and losses within the block. Therefore, several
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measurements were taken at different intervals during this period, to provide us with valuable

information on the antenna behavior, under different moisture and permittivity conditions.

Figure 5.4: Concrete block with embedded antenna, mounted to
the tower in the far field anechoic chamber

5.2.1 Measured return loss

The measured retum losses of the three embedded antennas are depicted in Fig. 5.5. The

reference antenna radiating in air is also shown for comparison. Looking at the plots, the

resonant frequencies of the patch antennas with foam cover layer are almost identical to that of

the reference antenna in air. This is not the case for the reference antenna in concrete. This

antenna is no longer resonant at2.42 GHz within the concrete. We can clearly see the advantage

of a foam cover layer. The return losses shown were measured after the concrete was completely

cured (one month). Other measuremehts taken during the hydration process showed the exact

same resonance. It is therefore, concluded that covering the antennas with a foam layer, ensures

their resonance under different humidity conditions.
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f igure 5.5: Measured return
dimensions provided in Fig. 5.2.
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loss of the embedded antennas with
Measurements done after concrete cured.

As mentioned previously, the simulations in Chapter 4 provided an insight into the design of the

embedded antennas. The simulated data however, does not represent an exact modeling of

concrete and its surroundings. The 2.5D software assumes an infinite, homogeneous, isotropic

medium for concrete. It is expected that the fabrication data will differ from the simulations

provided in Chapter 4, and therefore are not compared.

5.2.2 Measured far-field patterns

Next, the far f,reld patterns of the embedded antennas were investigated. The far freld patterns of

embedded antennas in both E and H planes are displayed in Fig. 5.6 and Fig. 5.7 respectively.

Gain pattern of the reference antenna radiating in air is also shown for comparison purposes.

The displayed patterns have been taken on day 3|after the concrete pour (i.e. cured concrete).

Note the significant difference between the far field patterns. The gain of the reference antenna
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in concrete is completely distorted with a null at 0: 0 degrees: The gain level for this antenna is

at -31.6 dBi.

Figure 5.6: Measured E-plane radiation pattern of the embedded antennas
after curing completed, f,: 2.42 GHz, dimensions provided in Fig. 5.2

Figure 5.7: Measured H-plane radiation pâttern of the embedded antennas
after curing completed, ï,:2.42 GHz, dimensions provided in Fig. 5.2
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For the antenna with a 12 mm foam cover layer, the gain is much higher and more symmetric.

As will be explained in the next chapter, beam splitting in the E-plane pattern of this antenna is

due to the dimensions and permittivity of the concrete block.

For this antenna, the maximum gain occurs at 0:*22 degrees with a value of -5.35 dBi and a

broadside gain of -8.25 dBi (0: 0). In the H-plane, the maximum occurs in the broadside

direction with high sidelobes around 0: *50 degrees. For the antenna with a 56 mm foam cover

layer, the gain pattern is more asymmetric In the E-plane, large sidelobe levels at 0 : *55

degrees are noted. The H-plane pattem is relatively flat between 0 : f20 degrees with large

sidelobes at 0 : +60 degrees. For this antenna, a maximum gain of -6.95 dBi in the broadside is

measured. All together, the gain of the antennas with foam cover are signihcantly higher than

the same antenna with no cover. Gain improvements of more than 25 dB in the broadside

direction were measured. The effect of foam cover on antenna gain improvement is clearly

evident. As for the shape of the pattems, although the antennas were secured to the FRP bars,

slights movements of the antennas within the concrete blocks during the pouring process could

have occurred. This tilting or rotation with respect to the cubic block, ffidY have been the cause

of variations in shape of the measured patterns. Additionally, the position of the antennas in the

center ofthe block was assessed visually. Therefore, they are not one hundred percent centered.

The addition of these factors along with block dimensions and concrete permittivity are the main

determining factors in patterns shapes, asymmetry, and high sidelobe levels. The drop in the

gain (more than 10 dB) between the reference antenna radiating in air, and embedded antennas

with foam cover layers are mostly caused by the large losses within concrete (dielectric and

conductive losses).
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As mentioned previously, far field measurements were done on different days after pouring

concrete. The measurements showed signif,rcant improvements in gain as the concrete went

through the hydration process. Gain plots of the antenna with a 12 mm foam cover measured on

day 3, day 6,and day 35 in both E and H planes are depicted in Fig. 5.8 and Fig. 5.9 respectively.

Looking at the fìgures, the sidelobe level in the H-plane at 0 = +50 degrees starts to increase as

the concrete goes through the curing process. The broadside gain for this antenna increased by

6.1 dB from day 4 to day 35. The same plot for the antenna with a 56 mm foam cover layer are

shown in Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 5.11. For this antenna, the shape of the H-plane pattern on day 35 is

slightly different than other days. A difference of 5.9 dB in the broadside gain was measured

between the first and last measurements (day 3 and day 35).

Figure 5.8: Measured E-plane radiation patterns of the embedded antenna

with a 12 mm foam cover taken on different days after concrete pour, f':
2.42 GHz, dimensions provided in Fig. 5.2
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Figure 5.9: Measured H-plane radiation patterns of the embedded antenna

rvith a 12 mm foam cover taken on different days after concrete pour, Ç =
2.42 GHz, dimensions provided in Fig. 5'2

Figure 5.10: Measured E-plane radiation pâtterns of the embedded

antenna with a 60 mm foam cover taken on different days after concrete

pour, f, :2.42 GHz, dimensions provided in Fig. 5-2
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tr'igure 5.11: Measured H-plane radiation patterns of the embedded antenna

with a 60 mm foam cover taken on different days after concrete Pour, f. =
2.42 GHz, dimensions provided in Fig. 5.2

The large difference in gain values measured on different days, is attributed to the humidity and

water content within concrete. Water has a high permittivity, and as the hydration process

completes, the water content drops signif,rcantly thereby, reducing the effective dielectric

constant and losses within the concrete blocks. This was also illustrated in free space

measurements, where signif,rcant increase in transmission of power through concrete blocks of

variable thickness and w/c ratios were measured.

Unforlunately, the return loss of the fabricated antennas were not continuously recorded as were

the gain patterns. The return loss for one of the antennas with a 56 mm foam cover was recorded

on day 4 and day 7 and is depicted in Fig. 5.12. As expected, the thick foam stabilizes the return

loss such that there is no variation between the day 4 and day 7. During this period, concrete has
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the highest permittivity and losses due to amounts

foam acts as a good barrier between the antenna

resonance.

of water and humidity present. However, the

and concrete and prevents shifts in antenna

2S3

Ë

2.4 2.5 2.6
Frequenry (Gflz)

Figure 5.12: Measured return loss of the fabricated antenna with a 56 mm
foam cover layer on day 4 and day 7.

Lastly, two identical antennas with a 12 mm foam cover were embedded within concrete blocks

of same dimensions but different water to cement (w/c) ratios. Unfortunately, this ratio was not

available during the preparation process. However, the first sample was much more fluid with

significantly higher water volume. The second sample was taken from a mixer with proper w/c

ratios. As reported in [21], the higher the w/c ratio of a mixture, the more porous the material is.

More pores allow for more air within a given volume. This in turn causes the overall

permittivity to be lower within the concrete block. Additionally, it is expected that the electrical

losses will also be lower. For comparison purposes, the measured far field patterns of the two

fabricated concrete blocks with same embedded antennas in both E and H planes are depicted in

Fig. 5.13 and Fig. 5.14 respectively. Antenna #l conesponds to the sample with higher wlc ratio.
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This antenna has a higher gain compared with Antenna #2. A broadside (0: 0) gain difference

of 0.44 dBi is noted.

Figure 5.13: Measured E-plane pattern of antennas with a 12 mm foam

cover embedded in two different concrete mixes. Measurements taken after
concrete cured. Äntenna dimension provided in Fig. 5'2

Figure 5.14: Measured H-plane pattern of antennas with â 12 mm foam

cover embedded in two different concrete mixes. Measurements taken after
concrete cured. Antenna dimension provided in Fig. 5.2.
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5.3. Chapter summary

In this chapter, the far field patterns and return loss of few different embedded microstrip

antennas were measured. The fabricated antennas were simulated and designed in chapter four.

To the author's knowledge, this work has never been addressed in the literature and the far field

patterns measured here are the fïrst to be done in an anechoic chamber. Due to the complexity of

concrete blocks, special aluminum plates were fabricated in order to mount the structures on to

the tower in the anechoic chamber.

The measured return loss of the fabricated antennas showed significant improvements as a result

of using a foam cover layer. It was concluded that using a cover layer is necessary in order to

maintain the same resonance as the reference antenna radiating in air. Additionally,

measurements done on different days after the concrete pour showed the exact same resonance

for all the antennas. This proves the effectiveness of the cover layer under different humidity

and water conditions within the concrete.

In terms of far fìeld patterns, use of a cover layer improved the broadside gain by as much as 25

dB. The measured far field patterns at antenna resonance showed significant improvements in

gain values as the concrete went through the hydration process. This was attributed to the

humidity present within the concrete block. Overall comparison of the embedded antennas

radiation pattems with those of the reference antenna radiating in air, showed a reduction in gain

values. The reduction in gain is due to the losses within the concrete blocks. As mentioned

previously, concrete is an extremely lossy environment. Finally, the shape of the radiation

patterns were not as symmetric as the reference antenna in air. This is mainly due to the block
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size dimensions, concrete permittivity and concrete depth. These issues will be will be discussed

in detail in the next chapter.
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Chapter 6. 3D Full wave simulations of the embedded antennas

6.1. Introduction

So far, the measured far field patterns provided us with valuable information regarding the gain

and resonant frequency of the embedded antennas. However, there are still questions in regards

to effects of aggregates, permittivity, and block dimensions on the shape and gain levels of the

embedded patch antennas. Since the simulation data provided in chapter four were in 2D, the

next logical step was to perform 3D simulations of the fabricated structures. Due to the large

volume and high permittivity values of concrete, the 3D full wave software Microstripes (TLM)

was used for all the simulations in this chapter.

The 3D simulations were performed using the exact dimensions of the fabricated antennas

(antenna with a 12 mm foam cover and antenna with a 56 mm foam cover) within concrete

blocks. For all simulations, a variable concrete permittivity was used in the simulation process.

As discussed in chapter four, an equivalent conductivity of 0.2 S/m was assigned to concrete in

order to take into account for the total losses. A 3D geometry of the embedded antenna within a

concrete block is shown in Fig. 6.1. As it be seen, many different parameters are involved

including the length Z, width W, depth h, and permittivity q of the concrete block- The cross

sectional view of the embedded antenna is shown inFig.6.2.
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tr'igure 6.1: 3D geometry of the embedded patch
antenna within a concrete block

Figure 6.2: Side view of the embedded patch antenna with a foam

cover layer, antennâ dimensions: L : 38 mm, W = 26 mm:t' :2-5 ,

antenna substrate dimensions:70 mm by 50 mm by 1.6 mm, foam

cover dimensions: 100 mm by 100 mm with variatlle height , t,¡.:
variable, h: 100 mm.

simulated cases are presented along with the observationsDuring the next few sections, different

for each case.
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6.2. Effects of aggregates and reinforcing bars on antenna gain

The first step in the simulations involved the investigation of aggregates used in the concrete, on

the radiation pattern of the embedded antennas. The antenna with a 56 mm foam cover layer was

embedded within a concrete block with cross section dimensions of 250 mm x 250 mm and a

depth of 100 mm (dimensions taken from fabricated blocks). A relative permittivity e, of 6 with

an equivalent conductivity o" of 0.2 S/m was assigned to the concrete block. Since the actual

value of concrete permittivity is not known, we assumed an t. of 6 for simulation purposes.

Inside the concrete block, two fiber reinforced polymer (FRP) bars (used in the fabrication

process) were placed on top of the antennas as shown in Fig. 6.3. The FRP bars were assigned a

relative permittivity of 4. Additionally, aggregates were placed at random locations within the

block (shown as spheres). For the aggregates, different values of permittivity ranging from q:

1, to a :6.7 were assigned.

Obviously, this model is greatly simplif,red compared with the fabricated block, since it is

impossible to include all the aggregates in the simulations. The same structure was also

simulated in a homogeneous concrete block without the FRP bars, and aggregates. The

simulatedgainplotsofthetwocasesarecomparedinFig.6.4. Itisclearthatforbothcasesthe

radiation patterns are almost identical. Therefore, it is concluded that the bars and the aggregates

do not affect the antenna gain pattern. This is due to the small dimensions of the aggregates, and

FRP bars with respect to wavelenglh.
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Figure 6.3: 3D geometry of the embedded antenna with
aggregates and FRP bars, t"i. = 56 mm, Antenna dimensions
are provided in Fig. 6.2-

-E+lile 
co-polar Homogeneous concrete

-- - Hf lane co-polü Homogeneous concrete

''''''' E.plile co.plarconcretewithaggregate
* - 'Hflane cofglar concreto with aggregats

30-- .150 -1@ ¡0 
o,u"!,* 

60 1æ 1s0

Figure 6.4: Simulated far field pattern of the embedded antenna shown in
Fig. 6.3.
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The effects of aggregates (within concrete blocks) on transmission of microwave signals has

been investigated in [19,21]. The authors reported that for frequencies under 10 GF{z, detection

of aggregates is not possible due to their small dimensions compared with wavelength.

However, at frequencies past 10 GFIz, aggregate dimensions become significant, and it is

possible to determine the alc (aggregate to cement) ratios within concrete using microwave

transmission and reflection in free space. Note that the resonant frequency of the antennas were

identical (at 2.404 GHz) for both cases and therefore, not shown here. Next, we simulated the

antenna with a 12 mm foam cover placed adjacent to aggregates. For this case we did not embed

the antenna within concrete. Instead, we placed cubical blocks with different dimensions and

relative permittivities (€,ranging from 1-6) around the patch antenna. This geometry is shown in

Fig.6.5. The radiation pattern of this antenna and the reference (antenna with no aggregates) in

free space are depicted in Fig. 6.6. As it can be seen, the patterns are again identical for both

configurations. Once again, we can clearly conclude that regardless of the foam cover thickness,

the aggregates do not affect the radiation pattern of the antennas in the current frequency of

interest.
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Figure 6.5: Simulated embedded antenna with a 12 mm
foam cover placed adjacent to aggregates- Antenna
dimensions are given in Fig. 6.3.
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Figure 6.6: Simulated far fietd pattern of the antenna in Fig' 6.5.
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6.3. Effects of concrete permittivity on antenna gain

In this section, we embedded the antennas within concrete blocks with cross section dimensions

(L x LV) of 250 mm x 250 mm and a depth of 100 mm. The two antennas simulated include the

two fabricated antennas with 12 mm foam cover and 56 mm foam cover layers. The concrete

permittivity er was varied between a minimum of 4 to a maximum of 12 with an equivalent

conductivity o" of 0.2 S/m for all cases. The far field patterns in both E and H planes for the

antenna with a 12 mm foam cover layer and different concrete permittivities are shown in Fig.

6.7 through Fig. 6.15. For this antenna, large variation in radiation pattern shape and level is

noted. A minimum broadside gain of -4.87I dBi for a concrete permittivity e, of 6, and a

maximum gain of 0.641 dBi for e, of 12 is noted. Extreme variations in the front to back (f/b)

ratio is also observed. This ratio increases for higher concrete permittivity values.

From the simulated data, it is evident that concrete permittivity has a significant effect on

radiation pattern shape, and gain level. This is partially due to the thickness of the foam cover

layer [t is expected that a thicker foam cover layer will reduce the dependency on concrete

permittivity. Table 6.1 provides the simulated broadside gain, maximum gain, and front to back

ratios for different concrete permittivities.
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Figure 6.7: Simulated E and H plane pattern of embedded ântenna with a

12 mm foam cover, concrete permittivity e,:4

Figure 6.8: Simulated E and H plane pattern of embedded antenna with a

12 mm foam cover, concrefe permittivity e.:5
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Figure 6.9: Simulated E and H plane pâttern of embedded antenna rvith a
12 mm foam cover, concrete permittivity e.: 6
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Figure 6.10: Simulated E and H plane pattern of embedded antennâ with a

12 mm foam cover, concrete permittivity e.:7
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Figure 6.11: Simulated E and H plane pâttern of embedded antenna with a
L2 mm foam coveç concrete permittivity e.:8

Figure 6.12: Simulated E and H plane pattern of embedded antenna with a

L2 mm foam coYer, concrete permittivity a:9
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Figure 6.13: Simulated E and H plane pattern of embedded antenna with a
12 mm foam cover, concrete permittivity €.: 10

Figure 6.14: Simulated E and H plane pattern of embedded antenna with a

12 mm foam cover, concrete permittivity e': ll
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Figure 6.15: Simulated E and H plane pattern of embedded antenna with

12 mm foam cover, concrete permittivity e': 12

Table 6.1: Simulated gain values of the embedded antenna with a 12 mm foam cover vs. concrete permittivity

for a block size of 250 mm by 250 mm at a depth of 100 mm, 6": 0.2 S/m, patch antenna dimensions: L : 38

mm, W = 26 mm,e.:2.5, antenna sut¡strate dimensions:70 mm by 50 mm by 1.6 mm, foam cover dimensions:

100 mm by 100 mm

.: 
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Next, the antenna with a 56 mm foam cover layer was simulated within the same environment.

The radiation patterns of this antenna are shown in Fig. 6.16 through Fig. 6.24. Once again the

co-polarpatterns in both E and Hplanes are depicted. Forthis antenna,the gain pattern is less

sensitive to the concrete permittivity. A minimum gain of I.773 dBi for an e, of 4 and a

maximum of 3.085 dBi for an t, of 12 is noted. The shape of the pattem is a lot more stable

with side lobes and back radiation increasing with concrete permittivity. Table 6.2 provides the

broadside gain values for different cases. The stability of the radiation pattern is thought to be

caused by the thick foam cover layer. Additionally, higher gain levels is attributed to the lower

material losses and the cavity effect of the cover layer.

Figure 6.16: Simulated E and H plane pâttern of embedded antenna with a

56 mm foam cover, concrete permittivity a:4
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Figure 6.17: Simulated E and H plane pâttern of embedded antenna with a

56 mm foam cover, concrete permittivity e.:5

Figure 6.18: Simulated E and H plane pâttern of embedded antennâ with a

56 mm foam cove6 concrete permittivity e.:6
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Figure 6.19: Simulated E and H plane pattern of embedded ântennâ with a

56 mm foam cover, concrete permittivity e,:7

Figure 6.20: Simulated E and H plane pâttern of embedded antenna with a

56 mm foam cove¡ concrete peimittivity a:8
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Figure 6.21: Simulated E and H plane pâttern of embedded antenna with a

56 mm foam cover, concrete permittivity e. = 9
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Figure 6.22: Simulated E and H plane pattern of embedded antennâ with a

56 mm foam'cover, concrete permittivity e, : 10
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Figure 6.23: Simutated E and H plane pattern of embedded antenna with a

56 mm foam cover, concrete permittivity e. : 11
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Figure 6.24: Simutated E and H plane pattern of embedded antenna with a

56 mm foam cover, concrete permittivity Ê,: 12
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Table 6.22 Simulated gain values of the embedded antenna with a 56 mm foam cover vs. concrete permittivity
forablocksizeof250mmby250mmatadepthofl00mm,o":0.2S/m,antennadimensions:L:38mm,
W = 26 mm,er : 2,5 , antenna substrate dimensions:7O mm by 50 mm by 1.6 mm, foam cover dimensions: 100

mm by 100 mm with variable height
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So far, the effects of aggregates, and concrete permittivity on the radiation pattern of the

embedded antennas have been shown. It was shown that, concrete perrnittivity is a major factor

in determining the shape and gain level of the embedded antennas. While, this is more severe for

the antenna with a 12 mm foam cover, the antenna'ù/ith a 56 mm foam cover has a more stable

pattern that is less sensitive to concrete permittivity. As a next step, we investigated the effect of

concrete block dimensions on the radiation pattern of the embedded antennas.

6.4, Effects of concrete block size

For the simulations in this section, the antenna with a 12 mm foam cover was embedded within a

concrete block of variable cross section. The cross section was varied from 100 mm x 100 mm

to 250 mm x 250 mm in 50 mm increments while keeping the depth at 100 mm.. This was

repeated for concrete permittivify values ranging from 4 to 10. Concrete permittivity values of
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11 and 12 were not simulated since they are very unlikely to occur in actual cases (i.e. represent

extremely high water content within concrete). The simulated gain plots for different concrete

permittivities are depicted in Fig. 6.25 through Fig.6.38. Due to excessive amount of data, only

the smallest (100 mm x 100 mm) and largest (250 mm x250 mm) block dimensions are plotted

for comparison. Looking at the plots, there are great variations in the far field patterns between

the two block dimensions for each permittivity value. For concrete permittivities of 6,7, 8, and

9 the E-plane patterns are completely different between the two block sizes. For the same

permittivity, while in one case there is a maximum in the broadside, in the other there exists a

null (i.e. beam splitting). Table 6.3 provides the broadside gain for different concrete

permittivities and the two block dimensions. Also, for comparison purposes, the E and H plane

paffems for a block size of 250 mm by 250 mm and different concrete permittivities are depicted

in Fig. 6.39 and Fig. 6.40 respectively.

The simulations of this section provided us with significant information on the factors involved

in shaping the radiation pattern of the embedded antennas. It is concluded that the block size

plays an important role in determining the shape of the radiation pattern more so than the

concrete permittivify. As it was seen, for cert¿in concrete permittivity values the radiation

patterns were asymmetric with beam splitting. This verifies the behavior of the measured far

field patterns in section. Having an asymmetric pattem with nulls is not unrealistic for such

complex geometry.
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Figure 6.25: Simulated E plane pattern of embedded antenna with a 12 mm
foam cover, concrete permittivity &:4, h : I00 mm

o (degress)

Figure 6.26: Simutated H plane pâttern of embedded antenna with a

mm foam cover, concrete permittivity e,:4, h : 100 mm
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Figure 6.27: Simulated E plane pattern of embedded antenna with a 12

mm foam cover, concrete permittivity Ê. = 5' h : 100 mm
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Figure 6.28: Simulated H plane pattern of embedded antenna with a 12

mm foâm cover, concrete permittivity & :5' h = 100 mm
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Figure 6.29: Simulated E plane pattern of embedded antennâ with a

mm foâm cover, concrete permittivity ç:6' h: 100 mm
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tr'igure 6.30: Simulated H plane pâttern of embedded antenna with a

mm foam cover, concrete permittivity e,:6, h : 100 mm
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Figure 6.31: Simulated E plane pattern of embedded antenna with a

mm foam cover, concrete permittivity e^=7,h: 100 mm

Figure 6.32: Simulated H plane pâttern of embedded antenna with a 12

mm foam cover, concrete permittivity e-:7rh:100 mm
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Figure 6.33: Simulated E plane pattern of embedded antenna with a
mm foam cover, concr€te permittivity €. = 8, h = 100 mm
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Figure 6.34: Simulated H plane pattern of embedded antenna with a

mm foam cover, concrete permittivity t, = 8, h : 100 mm
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Figure 6.35: Simulated E plane pattern of embedded antenna with a

mm foam cover, concrete permittivity c^:9' h : 100 mm

Figure 6.36: Simulated H plane pattern of embedded antenna with a

mm foam cover, concrete permittivity e,:9 h : 100 mm
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Figure 6.37: Simulated E plane paffern of embedded antenna with

mm foam cover, concrete permittivity e.: 10, h = 100 mm
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Figure 6.38: Simulated H plane pattern of embedded 
"ntenna 

with a 12

mm foam cover, concrete permittivify e, = 10, h = 100 mm
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Table 6.3: Simulated gain values of the embedded antenna with a 12 mm foam coverlayer. (data taken from
gain plots of Fig. 6.25 through Fig. 6.38), block size variable, depth h : 100 mm, a. : 0.2 S/m , antenna

dimensions: L:38 mm, W :26 mm,E,:2.5 , antenna substrate dimensions:7O mm by 50 mm by 1.6 mm,

foam cover dimensions: 100 mm by 100 mm, t"¡.: 12 mm.

'.4 0-:138 2.8'44',:

5 l\96 ,,-¡-o:,

6 ,,:,':4;63':. .5

-.:::!l ':::i4.57,,: ;|.,'-5,r74,,
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f igure 6.39: Simulated E plane pâttern of einbedded antenna rvith a 12 mm
foam cover, concrete cross section of 250 mm by 250 mm' h : 100 mm
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Figure 6.40: Simulated H plane pattern of embedded antennâ with a 12 mm

foam cove5 concrete cross section of 250 mm by 250 mm, h : 100 mm

6.5. Effects of concrete height (depth, ft)

Last but not least, we investigated the effects of concrete height on the antenna gain (Fig. 6.41).

The same antenna as in the last section (antenna with 12 mm foam cover) was used in the

simulation process. The concrete block used had a cross section of 250 mm by 250 mm with

variable height (fr). The E and H plane patterns of this antenna for different concrete heights (ft)

are plotted in Fig.6.42 and Fig. 6.43 respectively. It is evident that as the ernbedding depth

increases, the losses become more significant (gain drops). The antenna gain drops from 5.7 dBi

(antenna placed at the surface of concrete, h : 0 mm) to -4.87 dBi for the same antenna at a

depth of 100 mm. A gain drop of more than 10 dBi due to the losses within the concrete block.

In reality however, the losses are even greater as was shown with the measured data. The

measurements in chapter 3, showed a gain drop of more than 12 dB after embedding the
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antennas.

Figure 6.41: Side view of the embedded patch antenna with a foam
cover layer, antenna dimensions: L: 38 mm, 'W = 26 mmrÊ. :2.5 ,
antenna substrate dimensions:7O mm by 50 mm by 1.6 mm' foam
cover dimensions: 100 mm by 100 mm, t"¡, : 12 mm, concrete

dimensions: 250 mm by 250 mm, h : variable, Ên.= 6, o" = 0.2 S/m.

o

o

Figure 6.42: Simulated E-plane pâttern
Fig. 6.4I, variable concrete depth h.

of the embedded antenna shown in
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Figure 6.43: Simulated H-plane pâttern of the embedded antenna shown in
Fig. 6.41, variable concrete depth h.

For comparison, Fig. 6.44 displays both E and H planes of the antenna at the concrete surface,

and a depth of 100 mm. In addition to the significant gain drop, the shape of the pattern also

changes drastically. The E-plane pattern of the embedded antenna has high sidelobe levels with

an increase in front to back radiation. It is expected that at such a depth (100 mm), other modes

exist within the block. Addition effects of these modes causes such change in the shape of the

radiation pattern.
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Figure 6.44: Simulated E and H plane pattern of the embedded antenna
rvith a foam cover thickness of 12 mm, concrete depth h : 0 mm and 100

mm, concrete permittivity e.:6

6.6. Chapter summary

In this chapter, the 3D full wave soft\ /are Microstripes was used to further investigate the

properties of embedded microstrip patch antennas. Although, a complete concrete model can

never be simulated due to its complex properties, simple modeling using 3D simulations can

certainly help better understand the properties of embedded antennas.

Therefore, the work in this chapter was mainly aimed at better understanding the antenna

properties in a variable environment. The effects of different parameters such as aggregates,

FRP bars, concrete permittivity, block dimensions, and concrete depth (h) on the gain and

resonant frequency of the embedded antennas were investigated.

o
!

o
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Analysis of the aggregates and FRP bars conf,rrmed the antenna gain and resonant frequency to

be independent of these parameters at the current frequency of operation (2.42 GHz). In terms of

concrete block dimensions and permittivity, significant differences between radiation pattems

were noticed as these parameters were changed. It was concluded that the block dimensions and

concrete permittivity can drastically change the antennas radiation pattem and gain level. The

gain variations are more sensitive to block size dimensions.

The resonant frequency of the embedded antennas were found to be similar for all cases. This is

due to the presence of the foam cover layer which separates the antenna from the concrete.

Finally, a study of concrete depth (å) showed signifîcant drop in antenna gain as å increased. A

gain drop of more than l0 dBi occurred as the antenna was moved from the surface of concrete

to a depth of 100 mm.
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ChapterT. InterrogatorMeasurements

7.1. Measured data

So faE the components of the strain sensor system (cavity resonator and antenna) have been

covered independently and thoroughly in Chapter 2 through Chapter 6. In Chapter 2, different

types of cavity resonators along with simulated and fabricated data were investigated. Detailed

study of each cavity, provided us with important information on its properties (quality factor,

dimensions, and sensitivity). Next, we designed, simulated, and fabricated the embedded

antennas for communication between the interrogator and the embedded cavities. Detailed study

of the antennas in chapters four to six, provided us with important design information and

radiation pattem properties. Fabrication and testing of the antennas verified their operation

under different curing conditions within concrete.

As a final step, we attached a coaxial cavity to an embedded antennas (antenna with 12 mm foam

cover), and attempted to remotely detect the resonance of the system using an interrogator unit

[10]. For the interested reader, the details of the interrogator (DA[I) can be obtained from

[3,8,9,10].

Fig. 7.1 displays the geometry of the embedded sensor along with the data acquisition unit. To

measure the embedded sensor's resonant frequency, the DAU transmits a signal with bandwidth

Afand center frequency /defined by the user.
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Radiated EM waves

Figure 7.1: Geometry of the embedded sensor communicating with an external
data acquisition unit (DAU).

---- Data acquisition unit

The DAU has a relatively wide bandwidth of operation compared with the embedded sensor.

Once the interrogator transmits the signal, it will switch to receive mode. The received signal is

time gated to minimize the effects of reflections from the surrounding environment. The

received signal is analyzed by the DAU and the resonant frequency, strain, and standard

deviation calculated from the average number of measurements are provided for the user.

Typically, a minimum of 10 measurement iterations are performed.

The DAU Tx/Rx antenna used is a microstrip patch with a gain of 19.5 dBi. Figure 7.2 and,Fig.

7.3 display the measurement setup. Several measurements were taken in both the z and the x

directions by changing the position of the Tx/Rx antenna with respect to the concrete block.
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Embedded sensor

,l*
Concrete block

Figure 1.2zTop view of the measurement setup

Figure 7.3: Interrogâtor measurement setup, The embedded antenna within
the concrete block has a 12 mm foam cover. Large transmilreceive antenna
shown here.
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The radar equation can be used to estimate the power at the receiver by:

p, _(c1xc?xt4)
P, (4rrxÀ)a

(7.1)

where G¡ is the gain of the Tx/Rx antenna, G is the gain of the embedded antenna, P, is the

po\¡/er at the receiver and P, is the power being transmitted from the antenna.

The minimum detectable power at the receiver is found by:

P,: P6i,,¡=kTxBxNFxD

(4rr) ..ç I' '(;xkTxBxNFxD)o
tv

(7.2)

where ËZ is the thermal energy, ,B is the bandwidth of the receiveç Nl¡ is the noise figure of the

receiver and D is the insertion loss of the sensor. If we assume a minimum signal to noise

requirement, we can calculate the maximum distance at which the sensor can be interrogated

[60]:

R1^o.¡:

t

1 (P,x clxclxto¡Ã
(7.3)

For a typical example, kT: 4xl0'2t J, B:10 kHz, NF: l, D = -I0 dB, G, : 10 dB, G: 10 dB

S/lt{:100, L:0.13 m, then R^^:42mm.

Next, the measured data from the DAU are provided in Table 7.1 andTable 7.2 for variable z and

x positions of the Tx/Rx antenna. The data shown in Täble 7.1 represent the measured resonant

frequencies and strain as a function of separation distance (d) in the z-direction. For this test, we

increased the spacing between the Tx/Rx antenna, and the concrete block while recording the

resonance of the embedded sensor. To start the frequency scan, an initial unstrained resonant

frequency ff") andbandwidth Af aredefined by the user. Providing an initial value reduces the
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lengfh of the measurements. The different between the measured resonance and / divided by

2.45kHzl¡ts defines the measured strain (Table 7.I). h is recalled that2.45 kHz is the resonant

shift per micro strain for a coaxial cavity. As an example, if the measured resonant frequency is

2.463032 GFIz, then based on an input -f,:2.463 GHz, a strain of 13 micro strains is measured.

The standard deviation (2o) is calculated based on the number of iterations (10 for this case) and

the difference between the measured resonant frequencies and the unstrained frequency -f,.

Looking at Table 7.l,it is noted that as the separation distance increases, so does the difference

between the measured resonance andf". Table 7.2 provides the measured resonance as a function

of horizontal movement of the Tx/Rx antenna in the x-direction. It is noted that the measurement

range is more restricted in the x-direction. In fact, due to the asymmetric gain pattern of the

embedded antenna, the measurements are more sensitive in the -x direction. This is illustrated

from the measured standard deviation of 220 for the last point (x: -127 mm) in Table 7 .2.

Table 7.1: Measured resonant frequency, strain, and standard deviation as a function of Tx/Rx antenna
posifion in the z-direction. Separation distance d : variable, f' = 2.463 GHz.
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Table 7.2: Measured resonânt frequency, strain, and standard deviation as a function of horizontal movement
in the x-direction. x is measured from the center of the Tx/Rx antenna to the center of the concrete block.
Separation distance d:254 mm, fo :2.463 GHz.

7.2. Chapter summary

In this chapter, the measurements taken by the interrogator unit were presented. It was shown

that the embedded antenna has sufficient gain to receive and transmit power from, and to the

external data acquisition unit. Measured data showed that communication between the

embedded and Tx/Rx antenna can be accomplished at large separations in the z-direction.

However, this range is much more limited for the horizont¿l x-direction.
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Chapter 8. Conclusion

8.1. Summary

In this thesis, the components of a wireless strain sensor were introduced, designed, simulated,

and fabricated. The advantages of such system compared with its wired counterparts were

explained in chapter 1. Analysis of the sensor was performed in two parts. The first part

(Chapter 2) concentrated on different types of microwave cavity resonators suitable for this

application. This included a parametric study of several different cavities through extensive

simulations and fabrications. The study involved investigation of different parameters (such as

cavity dimensions) on the resonant frequency and quality factor of the cavities. Several new

types of resonators were introduced some of which included the dual and triple resonant cavities,

and the tunable coaxial and helical resonator. While low in quality factor, the small tunable

helical cavity displayed a large shift in frequency as a function of strain. Additionally, the

applications of the tunable cavity resonators were extended to permittivity measurements of

unknown dielectric samples (Chapter 3). Measurements of real permittivity were accomplished

successfully using this technique. Sets of generated calibration curves can be used to calculate

the permittivity of unknown samples.

The second part of this thesis was focused on design, and development of an embedded antenna

for SHM applications. This part was separated into three chapters.
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In Chapter 4, we investigated the properties of embedded antennas using Ansoft Designer. To

the authors knowledge, no work has yet been done on embedded microstrip patch antennas

within such a lossy environments such as concrete. Almost all available antennas are designed to

work in free space. It was explained that due to the variable nature of concrete permittivity, and

high losses, the antenna resonant frequency and gain have to be such that they are independent of

concrete properties. This allows for operation of the system under different humidity and water

conditions within the concrete. Extensive simulations in this chapter, showed the detrimental

effects of concrete on the antenna gain and resonant frequency (in some cases the antenna gain

dropped by more thari 30 dBi). As a solution, a foam cover layer was inserted between the

antennas and concrete. It was shown that by proper selection of the foam thickness, resonant

frequency stabilization and improved gain can be realized. Additional gain enhancement

techniques such as a stacked configuration, and using the concrete as a superstrate were also

introduced.

In Chapter 5, the fabricated antennas were tested. The measured far field patterns, and return

loss of few different embedded microstrip antennas were analyzed. This was the major

contribution of this thesis. To the authors knowledge, this work has never been addressed in the

literature and the far field patterns measured here are the first to be done in an Anechoic

Chamber. Due to the complexity of concrete blocks, special casts and aluminum plates were

fabricated in order to mount the structures on to the tower in the chamber.

The measured return loss of the fabricated antennas showed signihcant improvements as a result

of using a foam cover layer. It was concluded that using a cover layer is necessary in order to

maintain the same resonance as the reference antenna radiating in the air. Additionally,
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measurements done on different days after the concrete pour showed exactly the same

resonances for all antennas. This proved the effectiveness of the cover layer under different

humidity and water conditions within the concrete. To create a more durable antenna, the

material used as the cover layer can be changed if desired to do so.

In terms of the far field patterns, use of a cover layer improved the broadside gain by as much as

25 dB. The measured far field patterns showed significant improvements in gain values as the

concrete went through the hydration process. This was attributed to the humidity present within

the concrete block.

The measured far f,reld patterns provided us with valuable information regarding the gain and

resonant frequency of the embedded antennas. However, there were still questions in regards to

the effects of aggregates, permittivify, and block dimensions on the measured far field patterns.

To better understand the antenna behavior, Chapter 6 was allocated to 3D simulations of the

fabricated structures using Microstripes. In this chapter, simulations of the fabricated structures

were performed using the exact dimensions. The effects of different parameters such as

aggregates, FRP bars, concrete permittivity, block dimensions, and concrete depth (fr) on the gain

and resonant frequency of the embedded antennas were investigated.

Analysis of the aggregates and FRP bars confirmed the antenna gain and resonant frequency to

be independent of these parameters at the operating frequency of 2.42 GHz. In terms of the

concrete block dimensions and permittivity, significant differences between the radiation patterns

were noticed as these parameters were changed. It was concluded that the block dimensions and

concrete permittivity can drastically change the antennas radiation pattern and gain level. The

gain variations are more sensitive to the block size dimensions.
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The resonant frequency of the embedded antennas were found to be similar for all cases. This is

due to the presence of the foam cover layer which separates the antenna from the concrete.

Finally, a study of concrete depth (å) showed a significant drop in the antenna gain as h

increased. A gain drop of more than 10 dB occurred as the anterura was moved from the surface

of concrete to a depth of 100 mm.

Finally, in Chapter 7, the measurements taken by the interrogator unit were presented. It was

shown that the embedded antenna has sufficient gain to communicate with the external data

acquisition unit. Clear signal was detected using two different types of external antennas. This

test verified an operational unit capable of field applications.

8.2. Future research

The work presented here involved design and testing of individual components of the strain

sensor. Although different microwave cavities were presented in this thesis, there still remains a

number of other configurations which, could be suitable for this application. A more extensive

study may provide more suitable configurations capable of measuring lower levels of strain

(higher resolution).

In terms of the embedded antennas, one can venture into applying other antenna configurations

to this application. Different gain enhancement techniques can be applied to the current design

to improve the antenna gain and radiation pattern. These antennas may be tested with different

cavities to obtain an optimum package in terms of dimensions, and performance.

Before applying the sensors to actual strain tests, calibration of the units is necessary. This
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involves remote testing of the resonant frequency under different temperature and humidity

settings. Once this is accomplished, one can embed the sensors for strain measurements within

the concrete. This opens a complete new chapter involving extensive experimental tests of the

embedded sensors under variable conditions. The sensors can be tested at different depths within

various concrete mixes.

Last but not least, further research into the types of materials involved in the construction of the

sensors is necessary. Due to the chemical composition of concrete, proper materials have to be

selected for the fabrication of the sensors. This will guarantee the sensors to outlive the structure

under the test.
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